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The purpose of this research is to evaluate the

behavioral

Concord

changes that occur in the congregation of the Korean Methodist Church of

as

the result of a series of preaching

initiation of a home Bible

in their

The

the

on

the theme of forgiveness and the

study group that concentrates

completed questioimau-es based

changes

cognitive, emotional, and

on

Wade's

Forgiveness

on

that theme.

Scale that

Participants

were

used to

assess

perception of forgiveness and their ability to forgive.

study demonstrated that a statistically significant change was observed

respondents after attending the sermon series and participating

group in the

categories "Thoughts" and "Feelings" of the pre-

and

in the Bible

in

study

post-questionnaires.
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CHAPTER 1

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM

Background
In the five years that I have been

generation immigrants,

members hurt the

serving pastor with a congregation of first-

I have observed that members of the

repeating pattern of divisive behavior.
some

a

Even in the church

feelings of others,

and

on

conflict creates

an

in

some

environment, I have found that

repeated, tension develops

relationships between members become very stressful. As
dissipated, and,

a

of the members, it may be lost

views

on

entirely. Such
some

church.

The divisive behavior patterns I have observed have led

own

and the

result, the spiritual enprgy of

uncomfortable, im-Christian atmosphere and has caused

aggrieved members to quit the

me

to reevaluate my

what the authentic Church is. Much discussion has been carried out in

contemporary ecclesiology about what constitutes the authentic Church. Protestants

believe that the church is wherever the Word is

properly administered,
adds ministry

(34).

and where

discipline

is

a

occasions this behavior has culminated

into emotional outbursts. As this behavior pattem is

the entire church is

congregation demonstrate

truly preached, the

practiced.

To this

sacraments are

list, James L. Garlow
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People tend to
When

people

come

fail to notice that the church functions

to live

together,

emotional process

They infect relationships even in church.
in the

sphere of who

we are

and what

occurs

as an

in

anxiety and reactivity.

"Nowhere is the tension

we are

about

Christian

as

emotional system.

more

challenging than

community

�

forgiveness" (Steinke 122).
William Klassen maintains that the Church is where Christ is. Christ is present

where

people who

are

gathered in his

name

"The mark of the authentic church is the

pray

together for forgiveness

of sin. He says,

abiUty to realize the forgiveness of sins in the

community" (149).
This research

Christian

study was based on my pastoral

community where

God's

forgiveness is

work and

offered both

experience

as a

personal reality of

being accepted as believers and as a social reality of being included
large (Augsburger 117).

community

at

forgiveness

for others in their

essential

In other

in the

in the Christian

words, believers become agents of

conmiunity. They learn to accept that forgiveness is

an

discipline of a Christian society.
The Problem

Among church members who

merely as a place

attend

worship

on

for social interaction with others in the

Sunday,

many treat church

community. Though fellowship

Lee 3

is

clearly one of the functions of the church, the primary

provide

balanced

spiritual guidance

Christian

fellowship.

the desire

merely for social

The

function must

surely be to

in the context of biblical instruction, prayer, and

danger is that the spiritual

dimension may become subverted

by

interaction. Dietrich Bonhoeffer calls this overtum "the

danger of confusing Christian brotherhood

with

some

wishful idea of religious

of confounding the natured desire of the devout heart for

fellowship,

community with the spiritual

reality of Christian brotherhood" (26).
The

reality of community

relationship with God,

confessional

follow Jesus Christ and has

Phil.

2:13).

a

The true Church

(Matt. 16:16).

in the Christian context is based

testimony,

and Christian

purpose for every person

was

For members of the true

personal

fellowship.

(Matt.

founded upon the great

on a

God calls all to

1 1 :28; Jer. 29:1 1 ; John 1 :9;

confession

and

identification

Church, these confection and identification mean

following a life worthy of Christ. As disciples,

all Christians live with Christ at their

center.

Disciples of Christ know only what God reveals to them on their journey through
life. No

one can

my witnesses"

God's

gift to

know God

fully because he

(Isa. 43:10; Acts 1:8, NIV).

his witnesses is their

gift to

is infinite. To believers God says, "You

Grace is

others. As

given by God to
a

are

his witnesses. In turn

pilgrim, each believer who worships
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God becomes

God

a

witness.

speaks not only to each person,

but also to his

Holy Spirit into faith-based communities that are
Such communities live

m

the Son, and the

Trinity�the Father,

in search of a

common

eschaton. Gordon D. Fee

anticipation of the

God pours the

community.

destination.

posits that the holy

Holy Spirit-establishes believers

as an

eschatological people. They live the life of the future in the present as they await
consummation in the

eschatological community (9). Every Christian has an authentic

fellowship under the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
In the eyes of God,

Christian

a

community that is apart from the triune God is not a whole

community. Nevertheless, quarrels

trust in God. Such strife comes from the

(Jas. 4:1;

Rom.

and

innately

fights do develop

among Christians who

sinful desires that rage within

people

6:6). As the apostle Paul pointed out, people who fight are still carnal:

"For when there

are

behaving like mere

envy,

men?"

each other, sometimes

strife, and divisions

(1

Cor.

3:1-3).

among you,

Because

are

you not carnal and

people are innately sinful, they hurt

intentionally and sometimes unintentionally.

In the

church,

division, conflict, and disharmony result in devastating damage.

In my

among

some

pastoral duties at the KMCC,

of members of church. In

our

I have noticed conflict

congregation,

occurring repeatedly

a common

catalyst for conflict
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is the readiness of some to criticize

overly

sensitive to

affected

parties

normal. In

causes:

gossip

are

pass judgment

difficuh in

others. Many

congregation need to
as

conform to the American way

they know it in theh indigenous

communities, feelings of frustration, alienation, and tension

Most

are

famiUes.

very

many become

major

saving face.

culturally is very different to life

community,

be

basis of extreme response may be found in three

When members of our church

In the wider

seem to

restoring relationships that have turned adversarial back to

low self-esteem, bitter root, and

of life, which

over

and what others say about them. Often when conflicts arise, the

congregation, the

our

or

start to build up

within them.

marginalized due to their language limitations.

busy making a living and have

little

quality time to relax with their

Many have low self-esteem due to low achievement.

Furthermore, they have experienced the heartbreak of leaving their family, friends,
and homeland.

Even

Traditionally Korean people place value

though they live

different

come to

in America,

nationality. Among the

America.

on a

family of good lineage.

they do not want their children to marry a person of a

first

immigrant generations, intermarriage was a way to

They have difficulties in communicating with their grandchildren.

Relationships with fellow church members often become very close.
limited circle of fiiends,

Due to their

usually made up mostly of church members, they often become
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frustrated in their

relationships

with other church members because

wider circle of fiiends within the extemal

when

they are

in conflict,

they

are

(American) community. The problem is that

reluctant to confront their

problems

They protect their hurt by buildmg a fortress around their hearts,
many

are

they have

not

Human

beings

forms in which

we

sinfiil

saving face

is

in front of others.

our

congregation,

reason

is because

important.

sinfiil, broken, and vulnerable people who need to love each

are

other within the Christian

The

hi

accustomed to open up their inward life to others. The

grown up in culture whetQ

they do not have a

community. "Confession and forgiveness

people

love

one

another"

(Nouwen,

are

the concrete

In the Name of Jesus

problem is that as Christians people know that they should forgive those who

them, but sometimes they

are

wrong admit their fault and

easy in

not

always willing to forgive.

hurt

Even when those who do

apologize to those they have hurt, the aggrieved party is not

forgiving the perpetrator from the
The

46).

heart.

important question is why forgiveness can be

Meninger points out that the reason forgiveness is

so

so

difficult. William A.

difficult is that

people do not

understand it fiilly (30-33).

Forgiveness is related to self-respect.

grace

they experience his forgiveness.

Christians know God's grace, and out of this

For those who do not know God's grace.
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forgiveness

is often difficult, if not

God suffer from low

self-respect.

developing between God

and

impossible.

Low

man.

Often those who do not know the grace of

self-respect prevents an intimate relationship

Indeed, David A. Seamands points

out that one of the

who know God's grace

most

powerfiil weapons of Satan is low self-respect (49). Those

have

experienced his forgiveness, and have self-respect can forgive others

readily (44).
to love

one

The Christian

another

community provides

by virtue of God's love

an

from

far

more

environment where members

are

able

for them.

Confrising forgiveness with forgetting is very common for some. They believe
they have to bury some past bittemess
Nevertheless, they
When

cannot

people cannot deal

Forgiveness is

at least

forget a past hurt, and,
with

a

pretend that it never happened,
however, forgetting does

or

as

such, this approach seldom works.

terrible wrong that they have suffered and

it may

move

not eliminate the

summed up well

pretend the hurt never happened.

into the realm of their

they try to

subconscious;

hurt, and eventually it may reemerge.

by Lewis B.

Smedes says, "The test of forgiving lies with

healing the lingering pain of the past, not with forgetting that the past ever happened"
fForgive and Forget 39).

Often, if the wrong that people have suffered was great enough, the

forgiving may become a process that takes

a

act of

long time to be realized fiilly. As such.
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In

forgiveness is more than a conscious decision or commitment to forgive.
the wrong suffered is great

to

heal. Often underneath

remain. Even when

remain

resentment

For

or

a

M. Nouwen

superficial spiritual piety,

anger,

a

very

In such cases, the

long time

hate, and bittemess may yet

aggrieved party claims to have forgiven the aggressor,

an

deeply rooted.

a

enough, the emotional damage felt may take

fact, when

anger may

aggrieved party has not dealt with an inner

gmdge that they still hold.

Christian

community to thrive,

its

people need to

points out that forgiveness and confession may be

love

the dark powers

brought into the light,

are

another. Henri J.

considered necessary

prerequisites that can be developed by choosing spiritualization
Through confession,

one

in

preference to carnality:

taken out of their camal isolation,

and made visible to the

community. Through

forgiveness, they are disarmed and dispelled and a new integration between
body and spirit is made possible. (In the Name of Jesus 49)
Christians

integrate body into spirit through confession and forgiveness.

In order for

a

Christian to open her

gentleness and humility from Jesus (Matt.
fallible person,

God's grace.

forgiveness

or

his heart, she

11 :28). While

he needs to learn

gentleness

humility is to open thefr own weakness to

People do not have to be

or

is to embrace

others because

worried about what to say

or

a

they trust in

do in the

discipline of

and confession. The real issue is attitude of heart. To quote Nouwen, the

important question is "how to develop enough inner space where the story can be
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received" (Reaching Out

access

are a

to their

97). They have to choose

let others know them, to have

lives, and to influence them. The disciplines of forgiveness and confession

way of life.

The

The purpose of this

study

was

preaching

on

concentrates

Purpose

to evaluate any

congregation of the Korean Methodist

on

the

Question

What

same

Research

study

group that

Questions

study,

three

questions have

been identified.

# 1

changes occur in the participants' understandmg, feeling,

Question

What

the result of a series of

theme.

forgiveness through the preaching and home cell

Research

as

the theme of forgiveness and the initiation of a home Bible

In order to fulfill the purpose of this

Research

changes that occurred in the

Church of Concord

Research

about

to

and behavior

group Bible studies?

#2

intervening variables make a difference?

Question

#3

What elements of the

whole and in its

sermon

and Bible

cognitive, affective,

study made for changes

and behavioral elements?

in

forgiveness as a
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Definitions of Forgiveness

In this

forgiveness

study, the

and

definition of forgiveness is based

unforgiveness presented by

Christopher H. Rosik,

and Charles R.

Susan Wade Brown, Richard

(freedom from obsession),

havmg positive

and

are

Gorsuch,

defined in terms of cognition, affect, and

an

ability to

affirm the other person hi terms of

understanding thoughts about them (affirmation),

and desire for revenge

(revenge),

Affectively, forgiveness

and

a

lack of a

sense

of being

a

a

lack of accusation

victim

(victimization).

may be measured in terms of the presence of positive

toward the other party and the absence of negative

feelings). Examples of such feelings

opposed to feelmgs of hatred,

any

of

Cognitively, forgiveness is measured in terms of a lack of obsession or focus on

the offense

measured

operational definitions

Ridley (47).'

Forgiveness and unforgiveness
behavior.

on

include care,

rage, and anger. In

feelings (positive versus negative

compassion,

a

by the efforts made toward conciliation.

feelings

and acceptance,

behavioral sense,

as

forgiveness

Such efforts would include

is

accepting

apology from the offending party and an aggrieved party's part in the situation,

^

Brown, Gorsuch, Rosik, and Ridley classify these categories into subcategories. Subcategories for
forgiveness were (1) Cognitions: Understanding, Personal ResponsibiUty, Refiisal of Influence, Balanced

View, Freedom from Obsession, and Taking it Seriously; (2) Affect: Within Self, Toward Others, and
Negation of Feelings; and, (3) Behaviors: Movement Toward, Lettmg Go, Toward God, Personal Benefit,
and Acceptance. Subcategories for unforgiveness were (1) Cognitions: Accusation, Obsession, Revenge,
and Victimization; (2) Affect: Within Self, Toward Others; and, (3) Behaviors: Movement Away, Movement

Agamst, and Holding a Grudge.
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letting

hurt, and

go of the

even

showing compassion to

the offender

prayer may be needed to achieve true conciliation

addition,

aggrieved party displays

instances when

an

(avoidance),

retains

or

forgiveness has

little

feelings

in

indifference to their offender, avoids them

(holding grudge),

meaning.
Congregational

The Korean Methodist Church of Concord

use

In

(toward God). However,

of hurt and anger towards them

The

KMCC shares

(conciliation).

of the Hillcrest

Congregational

Context

(KMCC) began m January

Church sanctuary, which

United Church of Christ. The church is located in Contra Costa County

1997.

belongs to the

near

San

Francisco, California. Contra Costa County includes nineteen cities with a population of

930,000.

congregation is sixty members.

The current

has been

increasmg, and at present it stands

attendance

over

the

years of greatest

attendance has

five-year period

than doubled with

families with children.

forty-two.

worship attendance

The rate of growth in

worship

1999-2003 is shown in Table 1.1. It indicates that the

growth occurred in 2000

more

at

Since 1999 the

a

and 2002. Over this

five-year period, worship

comparatively large mcrease

in the number of
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Table 1.1.

Sunday Morning Worship Attendance 1999-2003

Numbers of Years in

Number of People

Worship

(Adults/Children)

1999

15/2

2000

22/4

2001

23/5

2002

32/7

2003

33/9

One richness of the

congregation is the diversity found in the denominational

backgroimds of individual members. These backgrounds include Methodist, Baptist,
Presbyterian, Holmess,
any

and Assembly of God. Most of the church members do not attach

particular unportance to denominational

church that promotes strong Christian values

affiliation. Instead,

over

demographic terms,

first group has

a

bicultural

our

Members of this group

the 1960s and married American citizens. As

difficulties and

now

live

as

which then- families and relatives

are

able to

a

denomination,

four groups. The

immigrated to America m

unmigrants they have

bona fide Korean-Americans.

highly

importance.

congregation can be classified into

background.

value

and above the church's

which in terms of notions of forgiveness is often of secondary

In

they

overcome

many

They form the means through

immigrate to America.

The second group consists of young families who have

experienced the bittemess
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of divorce. Some of them

mcreasingly more
potential,

are

remarried while others remain

affluent and strive for

rewarding professional

Most

careers.

are

becoming

They are the

future leaders of the church.

The third group consists of seniors

retu-ed.

single.

They are more

comfortable

over

sixty years

of age,

some

of whom

speaking in their Korean mother tongue

and

are

are

marginalized from mainstream society through their lunited use of English. Many in this
group have low uicomes, and the nature of their jobs necessitates

Some

are

working long hours.

sleep deprived due to their work schedule.

The final group consists of college students from Korea. Most attend the local

community school,
universities where

Diablo

Valley College, and have the goal

they can pursue degrees

and

Description
This

on

the

same

theme for

Sunday worship services of the
groups. I

diplomas.
of the

project consists of seven forgiveness

concentrated

was

While

congregations

both the

a

Project

sermons

weeks. The

preached and Bible

sermons were

KMCC. The Bible studies

were

studies that

preachmg during

carried out at home cell

preacher and leader.

series of sermons

every

seven

of transferring to

Sunday,

on

the theme of forgiveness

the mitiation of a home Bible

were

study

delivered to all

group that concentrates
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on

the

same

theme met every

growth group.
on

The focus of this group

arguing a topic.

The

confession in Christian

were

Friday evening. A home

designed to

sermons were

was on

absorbing

prepared to

community based on the

reflect

on

the

sermons

cell group is

an

intentional

faith formation

communicate

m a

spiritual

group, not

forgiveness and

message of the Bible. The Bible studies

preached on Sunday (see Table 1.2).

Table 1.2. Sermons

Scriptural Passage

Title

Theme

Matthew 18:21-35

The

The

forgiving community

heart

of
is

choosing to please

Receiving forgiveness

from God

Forgiveness

is

possible

Genesis 50:15-21

Granting forgiveness

to another

Forgiveness

is

a

Matthew 6:14-15

person

Matthew 5:21-36

Asking

for

Forgiveness

Isaiah 46:3-4

person

forgiveness.

Forgiveness
Hebrews 4:14-16

another

is

community

in the grace of God.

choice.

reconciliation

and

forgiveness

things new.

Forgiving myself

We

Confession and

Confession is the

are

God.

all

make

beloved children of God.

John 8:1-11
John 20:19-23

forgiveness

God

wants

forgiveness to

Ephesians 2:11-19

The

The

family

of God

Church is the

to

doorway

use

us

to

to

forgiveness.

proclaim

his

others

family of God.

spiritual formation in group was composed of the following components: (1)

contemplatmg the transcending dimension of life (contemplation), (2)

smgmg

hymns and
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reading the text (conference), (3) discovering the truth and sharing a story of his or her
own

life

experience connected with the previous Sunday's

offering with hymns
(closure),
of a

and

and summary of teaching

(conversation), (4)

(communion), (5) praying together

(6) committing self for missionary challenge (conunitment). The condition

spiritual formation group
The home Bible

elements of the

sermon

sermon

study

sermon

included

is less coercive and has

group talked about the

a more

appealing attitude.

previous Sunday's

affected their attitudes toward

explanation, illustration, application,

forgiveness.

sermon

and what

The elements of the

and communication.

Methodology
This

Forgiveness

was an

Scale

evaluative

study

in the

experimental mode that utilized Wade's

questionnaire and a researcher-designed questioimaire.

Subjects
The

subjects of this study were those who

the Korean Methodist Church of Concord. For this

Each person

was

questionnaires.
forgiveness
evaluations.

asked to

attended the

Simday worship service at

study, the whole population was thirty.

complete and return the pre- and post-sermon series

Six of them

participated in a home Bible study group for the practice of

and confession, and

were

asked to

complete and return the pre-

and posttest
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Variables

The

study

independent variables of this study were the

series. Seven

biblical text with

was

called to

group

a

sermons were

meeting every week.

opened tiieir lives up to
The

sermons.

dependent variable

Intervening

content of each sermon, the

study

series

was

shared in

a

While the

congregation
home cell

participated in home the Bible study group

another.

of this

affective, and behavioral changes
determined.

The Bible

Those who

one

series and the Bible

preached continually for a two-month period.

variety of topics dictated the

respond to the

sermon

as a

variables that

include years lived in America,

study was forgiveness.
result of the

sermons

In

addition, the cognitive,

and the Bible studies

were

might influence or help to explain outcomes

gender,

age, and

occupation.

Instrumentation

Wade's

measure

Forgiveness

the effects of the

participants.

sermon

The instrument has

Wade foimd four factors for

and

Victimization),

(Avoidance,

Scale

one

questionnaire was the primary instrument used to
series and

a

home cell group

meeting in the

lives of

eighty-three items answered on a five-point Likert scale.

cognition (Revenge,

for affect

Freedom from

Obsession, Affirmation,

(Positive vs. Negative Feelings), and four for behaviors

Toward God, Conciliation, and

Holding a Grudge).
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Data Collection

The Wade

Forgiveness

collection for the

was

mailed to

cell group

took place

weeks

subjects two
This

awareness,

study

the

primary

seventh

source

sermon

forgiveness.

sermon

of data

pre-questionnaire
series and home

pretest to provide the

as a

invited to record any comments

Delimitations and

This

served

and behavior about

study in space provided at the

as

and behavioral variables. The

questionnaire
feeling,

served

prior to the beginning of the

immediately following the

Respondents were
the

questionnaire

cognitive, affective,

meeting.

respondents'

Scale

The

current level of

post-questionnaire

and the home cell group series.

they would like to

share

as a

result of

end of questionnaire.

Generalizability

focused

Church of Concord. The

on

participation of church members

project was limited to the

members of the church. Korean-American

of the extent to which they

are

may be classified into three

assimilated

categories

first

immigrant

in the Korean Methodist

generation Korean immigrant

churches

can

be classified in terms

culturally into the broader community. They

of assimilation:

(1) not eissimilated, (2) partly

assimilated, and (3) fiilly assimilated.
In the first category of assimilation,

people

feel

they

are

living in a foreign country.

They consider Korea as their true home even though they live only in America. They are
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willing to move depending on interest or out of convenience or for economic benefit.
Their

allegiance is undoubtedly to

limited and

first

Korea.

their

Typically,

language skill

they have difficulty communicating in English. They

are

is

severely

mainly composed of

generation immigrants.
In the second category of assimilation,

people

feel

they

are

in process of settling.

They are getting accustomed to living in America. They are beginning to

religious

life

or

Korean

be interested in

community service. They have conversational ability. They

highly value their credit or a moral duty. They are mainly composed of 1 .5 generation
immigrants, who came to America at the pre-teens or teens,

immigrants who have spent for more than ten years
In the third category of assimilation,

themselves

as

American and

skill is fluent in

people

and first

generation

in America.

are

participate actively in the

fiilly assimilated. They identify
local

community. Their language

English. They are composed of second generation immigrants.

First

generation immigrants might reach this third category of assimilation after thirty years.
This

study used the type of church centering on the first generation (not

assimilated). I would expect a generally similar outcome if this study is replicated in a

congregation of a partly assimilated or fully assimilated Korean immigrant church.
Nevertheless, since forgiveness is

an

essential issue of human

bemgs,

researchers

can
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apply the practice of forgiveness and confession to their context.
Overview of the Dissertation

Chapter 2

of the work establishes the biblical,

theological, religious,

and

psychological context of the proposed study.
Chapter 3 presents a detailed explanation of the project's design, the research
methods, and the methods of data analysis.

Chapter 4 presents the findings of the study.
Chapter 5 provides
offers

a

summary and

suggestions for fiirther inquiry.

interpretation of the research findings.

It also
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CHAPTER 2

PRECEDENTS IN THE LITERATURE

This

concepts

on

chapter reviews the hterature, extracting the context and some important

imderstanding of forgiveness
Christian

primary research.

which I based the

from fom^ different

theology. Buddhism,

and

psychology.

The review aims at

achieving an

perspectives, namely the Bible,

The review also seeks how to

bring

forgiveness into spiritual discipline.
The Biblical

The Bible not

only teaches that

Understanding

God is

forgiving,

but also

provides channels,

models, and procedures that guide the way toward the realization of forgiveness in human

relationships.
The

This

Dynamics

study examined the

biblical materials for

promoting forgiveness.

of Forgiveness in the Bible

James. G Emerson, Jr.

explains the dynamics of forgiveness by describing the

context and instrument of forgiveness.

Biblically, without the context, the

useless, while without the instrument, the

context

never comes

alive

instrument is

(82). According to

Emerson, the dynamics of forgiveness may be simimarized in that forgiveness (freedom)

as a

an

context is

an

attitude of being

instrument is to make the

once

forgiven once andfor all and forgiveness (strength)
andfor all context real in each

succeeding area of

as
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human

experience (105).

The Bible

dimensions of forgiveness

to seek

are

assures

that in Christ the contextual and instrumental

accomplished.

Within this research, the focused matter is

instrumentality by means of the relationship of the Christian community.

Christians believe not

only that

learn

practice within the

forgiveness

Terminology in

as a

God has

forgiven them,
Christian

occurrences

of the term salach in the older

prayers of Moses to

a

layers

of the Pentateuch

atonement and sacrifice

The word salach in the Deuterondmic

of the

"forgiveness" is the verb salach

forgiving God (Exod. 34:9; Num. 14:13-19).

material, it is intimately related to

of the covenant

community.

the Old Testament

The basic Old Testament word translated

two

(Deut. 29:19-20). Also,

temple (1 Kings 8:30, 36;

it

2 Chron.

occurs

6:21).

are

In the

found in

priestly

in the biblical views

five times in the prayer of the dedication

The verb

"forgive" not only occurs

in

(Dan. 9:4-19), which belongs to

postexilic material (Ps. 25; 103:3).
In the Old Testament, the Hebrew word salach is used to describe God's

or

The

(Lev. 4:20, 26, 31, 35; 5:13).

writings is observed primarily

two Psalms but is also recorded in the prayer of Daniel

the

but also that believers should

forgiveness

no one

of sinners. The word salach is shown that without the

receives

pardon

shedding of blood

forgiveness indicating that the instrumental nature is necessary (Emerson
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82).
The other Hebrew words used in the Old Testament convey ideas of forgiveness.

Old Testament writers

of these

use

metaphors to describe what takes place

images are taken from the cultic realm

and presuppose

a

in

forgiveness.

"Most

conception of sin

corresponding to the image used to portray forgiveness" (Klassen 41).
The term

nasa means

the removal of sin

"to take away sin"

or

"to lift

away."

It expresses not

only

by God but also the forgiveness of a transgression among men (Gen.

50:17; Exod. 10:17; 1 Sam. 25:28). The unage of covering is used. The verb qpr, "to
cover," is used frequently in the priestly tradition and expresses the idea of "atonement"

(Exod. 29:36;

Lev.

16:2; Ezek. 43:20).

The Old Testament Ideas of Forgiveness

Forgiveness

in the Old Testament is bom of God. God is not reluctant to

the sin of people but is

restore

willing to forgive them.

fellowship between God and the people.

requirement that people respond to

God's

The purpose of God's

God's

forgiveness

forgive

forgiveness is to

is based

on

the

initiative, regardless of how much sin they have

committed. God's fellowship is possible when people respond to God's initial

act of

forgiveness.
The Hebrew word shub, "to return," describes

a

person's responsibility. People
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should turn away from theu* sin and

used to describe

idolatry toward

God. A variety of expressions

are

people's responsibility in this process of the experience of forgiveness:

To seek Yahweh

after him

(2

Sam. 12:16; 21:1; Hos. 5:6, 15;

(Amos 5:4, 6;

(1 Kings 21:29;

2

Hos. 10:12; Isa.

Kings 22:19;

incline one's heart toward him

55:6),

Zeph. 2:3),

to humble

to

oneself before him

Lev. 26:31; 2 Chron. 7:14; 12:6

(1

Sam.

7:3),

to

inquire

confess his

fif.),

name

to

(1 Kings

8:33, 35). ( Klassen 67-68).

People cannot forgive themselves
God himself is

forgiving,

also because God's law

or

bear

a

and others imless God first

so

forgives them.

people need to forgive not only to

requires forgiveness. Leviticus

grudge against one of your people,

Lord". In order to love the Lord, the

imitate God but

19:18 says, "Do not seek revenge

but love your

neighbor

as

people of God must "walk in all

yourself.

His

I

am

the

ways" (Deut.

11:22).
The story of Joseph shows how

covenant

forgiveness was experienced within the

community. Joseph's brothers performed wrong

feared what

deeds

Joseph would do; however, Joseph forgave the

life of the

against Joseph. They

sin of his brothers instead of

retaliating agamst them. Joseph knew that "although they meant evil agamst him,
had

a

good purpose in it,

withholdmg forgiveness

and he would not

from them"

now

frustrate that divine purpose

(Klassen 71).

by

God
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Terminology
The

in the New Testament

common

temi for

"forgiveness" in the New Testament is aphiemi,

away" or "release" (Matt. 6:12, 14-15; 9:2; 12:31). Aphiemi, which was used

Septuagint to translate salach,

is used both of God's

forgiveness of their neighbor's

offenses

in the

forgiveness of sin and of people's
The verb

(Buttrick 315).

is used twice in Luke 6:37. The verb karizomai, "to be

apoluo,

"to loose

away,"

gracious to," stresses the

generosity and graciousness of forgiveness (Luke 7:43;
noun

"to send

2 Cor.

2:7, 10; Col. 2:13). The

paresis, "a passing over," is used of "forgiveness" in Romans 3:25.

The New Testament Ideas of Forgiveness

The merciful God restores the

dwells in them and enables them to

image of God in people through Jesus Christ,

forgive. People know that Jesus is

examine Jesus' hfe, death, and resurrection. While the

cross, the resurrection confirms that the

Forgiveness

is also

cross

is the

savior when

they

teachings of Jesus explain the

saving act of God for salvation.

clearly explained in the teachings of Jesus, the cross,

and the

resurrection.

Jesus Christ's

Jesus'

Teachings

teachings about forgiveness have three aspects: (1) receiving forgiveness

from God for the

sms

against him, (2) asking others to forgive

sins

against them,

and

(3)
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granting forgiveness to those who have sinned against oneself
Receiving forgiveness

forgiveness

from God for the sins

is based upon certain realities in

and Jesus Christ's atonement, hi three

God for the sins

the

against him:

Pharisee and the tax

servant

the

regards to

parables,

parable of the

collector

against him. Authentic
God's love, sin of human

Jesus teaches about

lost

(Luke 18:9-14),

son

(Luke

and the

forgiveness

15: 1 1-24), the

parable

from

parable of

of the unmerciful

(Matt. 18:23-35).
In the

retumed in

parable

of the lost son, the father welcomed the

penitence: "Father,

longer worthy to

I have sinned

be called your son"

parable of the prodigal

son

teaches

a

prodigal

son

home when he

against heaven and against you.

(Luke 15:21).

Some

The father bears much

Upon seeing his returning son, he ran to him, threw his

arms

This

suffering in the
prodigal.

around him, and kissed him.

redemptive love of the father in the story conveys the

showed God's love in bearing the

am no

people maintain that the

stead of the beloved. He takes upon himself the shame and humiliation of the

Thus the

I

^'gospel" of forgiveness without atonement.

parable, however, implicitly expresses the cross.

^

beings,

love of the

cross

that

penalty and in opening the gate of forgiveness.

The

Accordmg to John R. W. Stott, Heistings Rashdall mentions that the parable of the prodigal son is
the simple teaching about the forgiveness of God and Douglas White mamtains the same thesis that God
loves us and longs for us to be reconciled to him. Accordmg to this teaching, "There is no pre-requisite for
God's forgiveness, save the spirit of repentance" (222).
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prodigal

again because he did not merely return to the

is bom

son

father but also

came

to

the realization of his father's heart.

In the

himself to the tax collector.

not based

on

on

me,

worshippers

are

contrasted

self-righteous Pharisee exalts himself in front of God by comparing

with each other. The

have mercy

and the tax collector, two

parable of the Pharisee

a

By

contrast the tax collector humbles himself and

sinner." He

"justified before

was

God." The

merits, but on the mercy of God accepting

a

sinner.

cries, "God,

ground of forgiveness is

People

are

sunply

receiving what God has already done.
In the

A servant

parable

owes an

of the unmercifiil servant, two servants appear in the

unpayable

the servant's debt without

servant who had owed

a

debt to

a

king and begs

insisting on its repayment.

for mercy. The

The

small debt to him. He refiises to

second servant pleads for mercy,

forgiven

king feely forgives

servant meets

that he should pay off his debt to the

king will graciously forgive his debt,

king.

He refiises to

forgive his

of God.

others until

fellow

so

servant.

he thinks

fellow servant the

small debt owed to him because he thinks he must pay his debt to the

people are not able to forgive

a

forgive the debt even though the

whereupon the king punishes the unforgiving

The first servant is not certain that the

teaches that

royal household.

king.

This story

they accept the unconditional

love
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Asking others
mstructs others to

to

forgive

forgive

sins

Therefore if you

sins

against them,

hi the Sermon

the Mount, Jesus

on

against them:
are

presenting

your

remember that your brother has

offering at the altar,

something against you,

and there

leave your

offering

there before the altar and go; first be reconciled to your brother and then
come

at law

and present your

while you

hand you
into

over

are

with him

Make friends

on

the way,

quickly with your opponent

that your opponent may not

so

officer, and you be thrown

to the judge, and the judge to the

prison. Truly I

the last cent.

offering.

say to you, you will not

get

out until you have

paid up

(Matt. 5:23-26)

People need to ask for forgiveness their sins against others.
Seeking reconciliation is

says,

more

important than offering gifts to

"Seeking reconciliation can sometimes help us

didn't take

Sanhedrin"

care

of the

(29).

problem,

In Matthew

he

was

in

to imderstand the truth. The real issue is that

even

to

means

sin

the

sentenced to

inability to

Jesus says that

make

people

against them. Asking

sometimes very difficult. The other people may be defensive

or

important thing, however, is to follow Jesus' command and to
Granting forgiveness

prison by the

people imprison themselves

though they worship together in a church.

forgive them sincerely when people

avoid fiirther trouble. If a defendant

danger of being

5:23-36, prison

God. Eva Gibson

to those who have sinned

a

right choice or

in their

pain,

should ask others

others to

forgive them is

unresponsive.

ask others to

against oneself.

The

forgive them.

Jesus not

only
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demonstrates himself as the

(Mark 2:10),

forgiver who forgives

but he also teaches his

by the authority to heal

sin

disciples to forgive those who

them. Peter asks Jesus, "Lord, how many times shall I

against me? Up to
not

seven

act but

and

a

seven

tunes?"

(Matt. 18:21).

forgive

a

have sinned

times, but seventy-seven tunes" (Matt. 18:22). Forgiveness is not

permanent attitude in the eyes of God. People

against

my brother when he sins

responds to his question:

Jesus

paralytic

must be

an

"I tell you,

occasional

willing to forgive again

again regardless of how often they are wronged. However, an issue that needs to be

addressed is whether

people

should

forgive the wrongdoers

wrongdoer does not acknowledge or recognize his
Jesus

places

a

great emphasis

on a

or

forgiving

even

in instances when the

her wrongs.

attitude.

Forgiveness

is

a

response to

God, regardless of whether or not the wrongdoer responds (Nieder and Thompson 75).
Jesus says that if someone sins

"I

repent," then Christians

seven

should

times in

a

day, and

forgive them (Luke

Luke 17 is necessary. Luke 17 follows Luke 15

17:

respond to Jesus' teaching about forgiveness:

"Increase

Forgiveness

petition:

"Faith

as

small

as a

come

back

of the

saying,

context of

prodigal son), which

repents. In Luke 17, the disciples

man

their

times

3-4). Looking at the

(the parable

shows the love of the father before the young

answers

seven

our

faith"

mustard seed" may

is related to faith in that God first loves

(Luke 17:5).

forgive many

imconditionally.

Jesus

sins

(v. 6).
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A relationship between divine

forgiveness

the series of the texts in Matthew, both the Lord's

of the unmerciful servant

(Matt. 18:23-35).

structural center of the Sermon

places the

(Matt. 5-7).

is

forgiveness

Prayer (Matt. 6:12-15)

Matthew

the Mount

on

and human

The

Lord's

suggested by

and the

parable

Prayer at the

petition^of forgiveness in

the Lord's

Prayer demonstrates the connection of prayer between God and humans.

Verse 12 is

correctly translated as, "And forgive us

debtors." The verb in the second clause is in the

present tense (Luke 11:4). This conditional
is

a

necessary condition for divine

The

our

debts,

as we

also have

perfect tense {apekamen)

verse seems

forgiven our

instead of the

to show that human

forgiveness

forgiveness.

explanatory comments about the petition of forgiveness (Matt. 5:4-15)

coincide with the last

verse

of the

parable of the unmerciful servant:

"This is how my

heavenly father will treat each of you unless you forgive your brother from your heart"
(Matt. 18:35).

The

parable of the unmerciful

servant

concerns

the

preaching of the

petition of forgiveness. This parable shows three key moments in the story of divmehuman

forgiveness (Pokrifka-Joe 168):
1 The moment of God's
.

gracious initiative:

the

king's

initial act of forgiveness;

2. The moment of human response: the wicked servant's outrageous refusal to

forgive his fellow servant; and.
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3. The moment of God's response to the hmnan response: the

king's

final act of

pmiishing the miforgiving

servant

hi terms of this

narrative sequence, Matthew 6:12 does not include the first

three-step

moment of unconditional divine

divine

forgiveness.

Human

(Matt.

18:

23-35).

forgiveness; thus,

human merit is not the condition of

forgiveness is the continued appropriation of God's

sufficient condition. The

is that the

forgiveness

and not

forgiveness

lies in God's grace. Nevertheless, if people cannot

people

cannot

a

experience forgiveness of God. People need to

away their sins not to

may pray the

are

also

reason

sufficiency of God's

forgive others cordially,

make

forgive others if people want to receive the

petition of forgiveness

such as,

a

decision to throw

grace of God.

"Forgive us our debts,

at the

same

People
time

we

willing to forgive our debtors" (Kim 174).

Jesus Christ's Cross

The

come

teachings of Jesus can be summarized as follows:

to be served. He came to

people" (Mark 10:45).
Jesus

^

serve

others and to

give his life

The heart of Christ is focused

on one

apekamen

m.

scholar of Semite

the present tense,
when readers translate it into Aramaic (174).

Matthew 5:12 does not

coincidentiae)

a

mean

as a ransom

target, the

practices forgiveness on the cross: "Father, forgive them,

Sea Yoon Kim follows Joachim Jeremias,

"The Son of Man did not

for many

cross

of Calvary.

for they do not know what

languages, who maintains that
but perfect of coincidence (perfextum
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they are doing" (Luke 23:34;
19:30).

1 Cor,

Jesus has cleansed every sin

2:8). His final

by his blood (1

accomplisher of the new covenant on the
is

words were, "It is finished"

cross.

(John

John 1 :7). Jesus becomes the

"This is my blood of the covenant, which

poured out for many for the forgiveness of sins" (Matt. 26:28).

Unfortunately, those
Jesus.

involved in

executing Jesus

They intend to take their sins over to

of the blood of Jesus. Judas

priests,

others because

they do

betrayed innocent blood" (Matt. 27:4).
They use the

throws the money into the

buy the potter's

of

meaning

chief

temple saying,

The chief priests ascribe the

silver to

cross

not know the

betrays Jesus, gets thirty pieces of silver fiom the

returns to the chief priests, and

Jesus' death to Judas.

do not understand the

"I have

responsibility of

field: "It is

against the

law to

put this into the treasury, since it is blood money" (Matt. 27:6, 8). The governor Pilate
hands his

responsibility over to the crowd:

"I

am

innocent of this man's blood"

24). All the people take responsibility for Jesus' death:
children"

"Let his blood be

on us

(Matt.
and

27:

on our

(Matt. 27:25).

Jesus Christ's Resurrection

The risen Lord

I

am

gives to his disciples the commission,

sending you" (John 20:21).

The

"As the Father has sent me,

Spirit of God is not given to the disciples until

Jesus' resurrection. With this commission, he breaths

on

them

saying,

"Receive the

Holy
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Spirit.
are

If you

not

forgive anyone

his sins,

they are forgiven;

if you do not

forgive them, they

forgiven" (John 20:22-23).
In the Catholic

power, in the

name

tradition, John 20:22-23 is considered

of God, to

forgive

47). Nevertheless, according to
of themselves, but

Christian

sin

during the

as

"the

origm

of the

sacrament of reconciliation"

Martha Aiken, "Sacraments not

only confer

priest's
(Aiken

grace, in and

they are the public confirmation of what is aheady happening in the

conamunity" (47).

For

example, the

sacrament of reconciliation celebrates the

forgiveness that the Lord has already accomplished.
John 20:22-23 is

Gibson maintains that

tense: "Those whose

a

wonderful

privilege granted to the Christian community.

people should read these

sins you

verses

forgive have already

in

been

more

detail, due

forgiven;

to

the verb

those whose sins you

is not the individual's

do not

forgive have not been forgiven" (73). Forgiving persons

power.

People simply announce that God forgives them; they do not enact it. As with

Jesus Christ's

disciples,

confession of sin and to

stead

so now

his followers have been

forgive the

(Bonhoeffer 111). People are

sin in his

name

given the authority to receive the

(Foster 146). People stand in Christ's

commissioned to be agents of God's

is, to proclahn his forgiveness in ministry of reconciliation to those who

(1

Pet.

2:9-10).

forgiveness, that
are

in

bondage
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Paul

Paul believes that

that

forgiveness is not possible without the cross.

forgiveness characterizes the Christian community.

and anger,

brawling

compassionate to
(Eph. 3:20-21).
forgiveness

and slander,

one

Like

"Get rid of all bittemess, rage

form of malice. Be kind and

another, forgiving each other, just as in Christ God forgave you"

a

is needed

along with every

He is also certain

fragrance the violet sheds

more

community. Forgiveness

when

on

the heel that has cmshed

it,

people experience hurts and suffering in the

has characterized the life and

Christian

ministry of the Lord (Wilhehnsson

81).

Comparison

of the Old and New Testament Views of Forgiveness

In the Old

Testament, forgiveness is

pardon (Exod. 34:6;

Lev.

a

central theme because God is

granting

16) and the human being is created in the image of God.

real issue in the Old Testament and in the New Testament is that

a

condition is

The

placed on

forgiveness.
In the Old Testament, "The Jewish tradition does not look

forgiveness;
return"

it insists that transgressors

earn

favorably on

'free'

forgiveness by going through the process of

(McCullough, Pargament, and Thoresen 32). The purpose of God's forgiveness

to restore

fellowship between God and people.

God's

fellowship

is

is

possible when people
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respond to

God's initial act of forgiveness. Israel's disobedience is followed

judgment of God; however,
remembers his

everlasting

if they repent of their

covenant with their

by the

sins, they will be forgiven because God

fathers, which he

swore to

them

(Deut.

4:31; Lev. 26:42; Isa. 51:1-2; Ezek. 16:60-63).
In the New

Christ. Christ

Testament, God restores his image

warns

of the

importance

of forgiveness

m

the human

being through Jesus

by answering Peter's question,

"Lord, how many times shall I forgive my brother when he sins against me? Up
times?"

times"

(Matt. 18:21) Christ says to Peter,

"I tell you, not

seven

to seven

times, but seventy-seven

(Matt. 18:22). Christian forgiveness must be unconditional; however, forgiveness

"should not be offered

better than

some

mechanically,

opponent, and

so

or

on"

from the motive of becoming

martyr and thus

(McCullough 33).

The Old Testament and the New Testament agree that

offender but that

a

people may forgive the

recovering the relationship may take a long time. Forgiveness opens the

possibility of reconciliation.
Theological Understanding
For those who do not accept the existence of God and the tenets of Christian

the

to

teachings of the

Bible have

no

relevance, and,

accept the importance of forgiveness

or

as

such,

many nonbelievers

the relevance of forgiveness

ui

are

belief,

unable

their lives.
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Some believe that Christ

Christ maintain that he

believe in the

forgiveness

never

was

merely

another mortal

based upon these ideas, which exist

theological context. They rationalize that no
such

as

being.

On the other

sanctity of life and the good of their fellow humans.

are

Christ)

accoimts of

existed, while others who accept historical

is relevant to their

one

hand, hmnanists

Their notions of

independently of any spiritual

else's sacrifice

or

(including that of a figure

forgiveness of others. Similarly, they believe that the

capacity of others to forgive them depends solely on human kindness.
From the

as

forgiveness"

standpoint of Christian theology,

is the most difficult and

Reinhold Niebuhr suggests that "love

impossible of moral achievements. Indeed,

maintains that the doctrine of forgiveness is the

crown

of Christian ethics

he

(137).

Theological understanding of forgiveness enables people to explore of the

nature of sin.

The Nature of Sin

In

that God

reflecting on the nature of sin,

can

Stott quotes Anselm,

simply forgive as mortals forgive, they have

seriousness of sin," "what

a

saying that if people think

"not yet considered the

heavy weight sin is," and they have

"not yet considered the

majesty of God" (88).
In the book of Genesis, God's

1 :3 1). Human

beings

are

original design for creation was "very good" (Gen.

created to live in intimate

relationship with God (Gen. 1 :27), yet
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they distrust and disobey him,

so

they are fallen from his

this context, trust in God and obedience to him

Aiken quotes Loretta Domish's

target; being

nothingness
sin

as

on a
was

tortuous

as

(Gen. 2:17; 3:5, 11).

sin is viewed

nothingness

are:

positively or negatively.

loss of a

subjective

or

a

compensated by the
spirit

bond; missing the

road; rebelling; being lost,... This experience of
motif of pardon-retum. The concept of

something positive perdures even in the prophets.,

force of sin,

In

replaced by self-will.

are

saying that

Some ways of expressing sin

grace

,

,

There is

a

binding

of wickedness, which cannot be reduced to the

individual dimension. This

symbolism

is countered

by

the

symbolism of redemption: buying back, freeing, liberating, (51)

Sin includes in attributes both alienation and

Sin may be broken down into three

committed

by others against oneself,

contagion.

categories:

and sin that commit

invariably causes pain and/or damage. A penalty is
unable to

sin

compromise the righteous penalty due to

against others.

stress,

anguish,

choose

and

badly/incorrectly,

sin

(Jer. 9:24;

all"

and it may

Rom.

holy and he

6:23).

is

Sin may

sin may affect their

will,

damage their emotions, causing

pain.

Discussing God's forgiveness,
ask is "not

The effect of sin

incurred because God is

produce mental damage that makes people think irrationally:
causing them to

sin that is

against God,

Stott

points out that the question people

why God finds it difficult to forgive,

but how he fmds it

possible to

should

do

so

at

(88). The problem of forgiveness arises from the inevitable confrontation between the
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nature of God and human sin. God's love is

yet

holy love.

It is

a

love that embraces the sinner

at the same time refuses to condone the sin. An individual's confession of sin does not

diminish the

divinity of a human being in the

enhanced since

eyes of the creator;

by taking responsibility for personal actions.

people confess to him

and

rather, this divinity is

If people have faith in

God,

truly repent of their sin; thus, people receive his forgiveness.

The Grace of God

L.

Grregory Jones provides a person with a theological approach to forgiveness:

contend that

forgiveness

framework�and

more

is most

adequately understood within a Christian theological

specifically, within the doctrine of the Triune

believes that people need to relocate their practices and

from

a

framework

co-opted by "therapeutic" lightness

sinfid darkness toward the work of the triune God

The triune God is characterized

understanding

permits himself to

(xiii).

Jones

of forgiveness

and undermined

by violent and

love. The

self-giving

graciously takes the

suffer judgment

on

the

cross

love of God is

initiative and journeys

country" for humanity's salvation (Gregory Jones 198). God,

the judge of all,

who is

instead of his

addition, the Spirit enables those who have been forgiven by Christ
*

God"

(98).

by self-giving

manifested in Jesus. In the incarnation, God

into "the far

"I

by right

people."^

In

to become those who

Nigel Biggar points out that Jones follows Earth's view of ttie cross as the place where "the Judge
[is] judged m our place," that is, he adopts a penal substitution concept of the Atonement.(198).
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forgive others, restoring communion with God, with one another, and with the whole
creation

(129),

Scholars have

argued over the priority of forgiveness

and the

priority of

repentance, Jones presents Swinburne's saying that forgiveness should be done

properly following repentance (152),
taken

seriously and wrongdoers

Jones affirms Swinburne's notion that sin should be

should be involved in "the process of removal" of sin,

but he also maintains that this involvement

God's grace

(153).

as

occurs

in response to

Jones considers repentance not

condition of receiving God's

in relation with others

forgiveness but rather as embodying forgiveness

emphasizes engaging in the practice

as a

forgiveness offered by

a

of repentance because repentance

(195).

Jones

helps to

appropriate forgiveness (146).
Everybody tends to think only of their own position.

they accept excuses too easily, while
easily enough.

in the

case

of others,

"Even if 99 percent of his apparent

(Lewis 63).

fact that God has

The

reason

why people

should

they do

own

not

particular case,

accept

excuses

guilt can be explained away by really

good excuses, the problem of forgiveness begins with the
over"

In their

1 percent of guilt which is left

forgive the inexcusable

is based

on

the

forgiven the inexcusable in them.

The biblical and

theological perspectives

show that human

beings

are

sinners who
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need grace

(forgiveness)

triune God. The

from God.

self-giving love

resurrection. Donald Carson,

a

Forgiveness is most adequately understood within the

of God is manifested in Jesus'

scholar of the New Testament, received

Jesus from Lee Strobel, "What did he say

Carson

responded,

without sin. And

the biblical and

forgive
In the

certainly

sinlessness is

an

Forgiveness

and

as

occurs

people to enter the

and the

question about

but he asserted that he himself is

attribute of deity"

(Strobel 158). According to

met when each individual enters

"only as you yourself participate

you allow that power to work

Even

in the power of

through you" (Klassen 215).

while the biblical and

grace of God, the Buddhist view

point of view (empathy).

a

cross,

do, that convinces you that he is divine?"

only did Jesus forgive sin,

processing of forgiveness,

from another's

or

theological perspective, forgiveness is

the grace of God.

God to

"Not

teachings,

theological views help

guides them to

though members

look at situations

of KMCC

are

Christians,

they are aheady informed from a Buddhist perspective culturally.
Buddhist

Understanding

The Buddha's first truth is that "all this is

suffering,

a

statement that

acknowledges that the reality of suffering pervades all experience

in the world"

(McCullough, Pargament, and Thoresen 27). Anger, the opposite of forgiveness,
suffering both for oneself and for others.

Buddhism

causes

recognizes that human beings have
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within them the

capacity to forgive.

Forgiveness

Embracing Anger

as

People tend to

they become

angry.

so

are

been created

by other people when

Nevertheless, the main cause of their suffering is the seed of anger

within themselves. Some

they

misery has

believe that their

people hear the

same

words,

see

the

able to stay calm and not get angry like others. The

situation, and yet

same

reason

why people get angry

easily is that they have not practiced the methods for taking good care of their anger;

the seed of anger has been watered too often in the past

Anger is

energies

a

negative

energy in

form part of a human

being.

people

(Hanh, Anger 35).

and mindfiilness is

The real

a

These

positive one.

question is how people can change the

energy of anger within them into the energy of compassion. The Buddha gave

people

very effective instruments to transform anger:

The method of mindfiil

method of embracing

of our

perceptions,

our

breathing,

anger, the method of looking

and the method of looking

realize that she also suffers

The mindfiil attitude is

In order to take

water

on

the blaze

the house

on

the method of mindfiil

a

lot and needs

deeply

deeply

walking,

into the nature

into the other person to

help. (Hanh, Anger 24-25)

requhed.
care

of anger, Thich Nhat Hanh describes

a

fireman who puts

immediately and does not waste time looking for the person who

fire. He

the

explains a way of breathing: "Breathing in,

I know that I

am

set

angry.
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Breathing out,

I know that I must take

The method of looking

essence

with

out

anger" (Essential Writings 98).

compassion is the

essence

of a

spiritual life,

compassion,

the

become

The Dalai Lama points

and he maintains that

Therefore,

one

patience, just

practice of patience

biblical/theological

views lead

successfiil in

as

there is

people have to

use

the encounter

and tolerance.

people

to wait

affliction

and

love

indispensable.

no

as an

There is

worse

than

opportunity to

enhance

(Lama and Cutler 178-79)
for the grace of God, the Buddhist

perspective helps them to understand other people's suffering,
importance of self-care

practicing

efforts not to harbor hatred

must exert one's best

toward the enemy, but rather
one's

fiilly

of patience and tolerance is

practice

fortitude similar to

hatred.

shows them the

help. Listening

and tolerance toward their enemies:

In order for you to

no

The

deeply into the other person helps one understand.

important to prevent anger from dominating.

is very

practice patience

The

of my

of compassion understands that the other person suffers and needs

empathy

that

care

and the

psychological view

forgiveness based on scientific research.

about

Psychological Understanding
Everett L.

Worthington of the Templeton Foundation Campaign for Forgiveness

Research says the scientific
Before 1985,

study of forgiveness began only recently:
only five

studies

investigating forgiveness have been

identified. In the thirteen years since then,
studies have been conducted to
how to

forgive. (Dimensions

more

than

fifty-five scientific

study forgiveness and to help people learn

of Forgiveness

1)

Psychological scholarship on forgiving has been rare until recently.
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Worthington has developed a psychological model
based

what he calls

on

a

"neurobiological

is created

treatment model he

set of emotional,

conditioning"

develops for "unforgiveness"
and behavioral

.

and mind

The

(113).

creating a choreographed

following five steps:

relatively low and the support high;

Empathizing with the

the other person

been

on

attitude of

Recalling the hurt: Helping people talk about the hurt and trying to keep the

emotional level

2.

is based

an

108)^.

experiences that promotes a positive response

in the "client." It may be broken down into the

1

in which

through cooperation of the body, brain,

cognitive,

promoting forgiveness

foundation" (Dimensions of Forgiveness

His model refers to "the mechanics of fear

forgiveness

for

one

who hurt you:

Helping people to

be able to think what

might have been thinking and feel what the other person might have

feeling during the hurtfiil event;
3.

Considering altruistic gift: Helping people go on to forgiveness through three

experiences, namely guilt, gratitude,

and

gift.

Guilt is used

as a sense

wrongdoing, rather than as a more self-involved sense of shame.
what he

or

she has for

^

of one's

Gratitude is

having been forgiven for that transgression.

Gift is

own

recalling

inviting a

Worthington refers to a psychoneuroimmunology of forgiveness. Forgiveness as opposed to
"unforgiveness" results in different patterns of stress hormones m the bloodstream and different brain
chemistry, which certainly affect many biological processes, including immime system functioning
rPnnensions of Forgiveness 108-12).
�

�
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person to offer such

a

gift of forgiveness to the offender;
make

public commitment; and,

4.

Committing to forgive: Helping people to

5.

Holding on to the forgiveness: Helping people work through the forgiveness

pyramid again rather than dwell
In this model

reconciliation is

on

forgiveness

the

a

unforgiving emotions

may be considered

a

and

thoughts (11 3-28).

personal affair of the heart.

While

interpersonal, forgiveness is personal. Forgiveness opens the possibility

of reconciliation.

Forgiveness

victim. Kenneth I.

is treated

Pargament and Mark

overcoming "negative emotions"

and

as a

S.

process that is intemal to the

psyche of the

Rye believe that forgiveness involves

opening oneself to the pursuit of peace (63).

Worthington maintains that forgiveness happens in a personal (or intrapersonal)
dimension,

not

reconciliation

an

interpersonal dimension: "Forgiveness happens

happens within a relationship. Forgiveness

inside

an

and reconciliation

individual;

are

obviously

related, but separate, processes" (Dimensions of Forgiveness 129). Smedes supports this
view, suggesthig that "forgiving happens mside the wounded person. Reunion happens in

a

relationship between people" (Forgive
Smedes goes

on

to

and Forget

27).

suggest that "we accept people for the good they

forgive them for the bad they did" (Forgiven and Forget 45).
the person who has hurt

In other

are,

we

words, separating

people from the act of hurt is necessary. By accepting the good in
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that person,

forgivmg the pam they have caused becomes easier.

Smedes also

sustainable

distinguishes between forgiveness

society has to

decide between what behavior it

Smedes says, "We don't have to tolerate what

doing it" CForgive and Forget 49).
upon the

some

and tolerance.

can

Clearly every

and cannot tolerate.

people do just because we forgive them for

In societal terms,

forgiveness depends at the very

wrongdoer accepting responsibility for the wrongs

least

committed. Furthermore, in

societies, forgiveness is contingent on the severity of the sin itself. Obviously, when

people forgive the wrongdoers for their wrong doing, people may

still refuse to condone

the wrong that they have done.

Meninger has developed five steps

for promoting

a

model of the process of

forgiveness:
1 Hurt:

Admitting hurts and examining what the hurt has done to

and the

expectations for wholeness and happiness;

.

rights,

2. Guilt:

the life, the

Seeking some explanation for what was done;

3. Victun:

Seeking consolations

in

self-indulgence or m hitting back at innocent

bystanders;
4.

Anger: Refusing to be victimized

constructively; and.

any

longer and expressing anger
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5. Wholeness:

did not

do) to

Realizmg the hurt and the hurter and knowing what people did (or

facilitate the

people now proceed to

wounding and being determined to

do it

with the wounds

forgot to

as

security, control,

and

by making a statement

shovel the walk.

something about it,

(48-72).

Meninger treats anger deeply. According to Mm,
three needs, such

do

approval.

such as, "I

Why does this make

threatened? No. Is it my need for

me

approval? No.

angry

feelings

He suggests

am

a

are

way to

caused

by

get in touch

getting angry because my son

angry?

Is it because my

Is it my desire to control?

security is
Certainly!"

Then, he says one thing people should ask is, "Am I willing to give up my desire to
control

(approve, to

be

secure)

in this

particular incident

^which is the

�

cause

of my

anger?" (66).
Dennis, Sheila Fabricant, and Matthew Linn have researched the process of

forgiveness with respect to the particular case of individuals who
difficult

relationships (29). People tend to get stuck in either the

are

struggling in

anger

or

the depression

stage. Enhancing the acceptance stage for them is necessary. Linn, Linn, and Linn present

a

creative solution for every hurt and conflict. Both parties in conflict should not allow

themselves

the

same

to be

human

divided into oppressors and victuns but rather realize that they

family.

This idea is

belong to

given by Jesus' three creative responses to hurtful
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situations

mile

m

(turning the

Matt.

other cheek,

giving the coat ofif the back,

and

walking the

5:38-42).

Robert D.

Enright

and

colleagues developed

a

model of

forgiveness based

Kohlberg's moral development theory (McCullough and Worthington 8-9,

Table 2.1

Kohlberg's Theory

Stage
1

and

Enright

Justice should be decided

possible without punishment to a degree of pain

who

by an authority or

similar to the

punishes.

Relativistjustice. A

sense

Restitutional/compensational forgiveness.

of reciprocity

("If you help me,

I will

Good boy/good girl justice.

the

help

morality

out of guilt

or

if the

form of restitution.

some

is

a

on

of others.

Law and order justice. Social laws

conceptions ofjustice.

Laws

Lawful expectationalforgiveness. Forgiveness
are

occurs

in response to

upheld to maintam an orderly society.

pressure.

Social contract orientation. Interest in

Forgiveness

realization that

with the

unjust laws exist.

and fair to work in the system for

Sense of justice is based

rights

rather than laws

on

maintaining the

determines moral

behavior.
Life is valued from

a

cosmic

restores social

social

or

religious

harmony. Forgiveness

harmony and right relationships.

change.

of all persons. Conscience
or norms

as

societal, moral,

It is just

Universal ethical principle orientation.

individual

can occur

response to social pressure.

right and

of behavior is based

maintaming the social fabric

7

Forgiveness

Expectational forgiveness. Forgiveness

Group

determines what is

approval

determine

pain of the offense.

offender offers

wrong. The

6

is not

Revengefulforgiveness. Forgiveness

consensus

5

2.1).

Enright Model

you.")

4

Table

Punishment and obedience orientation.

defines justice

3

see

on

Model

Kohlbei^'s Theory

one

2

extra

perspective.

Forgiveness

as

love.

Forgiveness promotes love.

The offense does not jeopardize love.

Forgiveness

increases the likelihood of reconciliation between
the offender and the

forgiver.
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This model suggests that

better able to understand the

accept them

as

rekindles the

human

even

as

individuals

develop cognitive skills, they become

perspective of others,

empathize their pain, and, thus, to

to

though they have caused hurt in the past.

This model

importance of reasoning concerning forgiveness because people can learn to

recognize how other people think of them.
Fred Luskin, cofounder and duector of the Stanford

shows

Project,

healing power and health benefits of forgiveness based on scientific

research. Luskin's

forgiveness model

shows

forgiveness techniques for healing: changing

(Positive Emotion Refocusing

the channel, breath of thanks, heart focus, and PERT

These

Technique; 105).

techniques

are

similar to the

practice

Luskin suggests the HEAL method, which is

practice forgiveness.
and Long-Term^'

1

in

a

.

a

of Buddhist meditation.

powerfiil way to reinforce

"The letters of the HEAL method stand for Hope, Educate,

and

Affirm,

(157):

H is for

hope: Making a strong Hope

statement

desiring for a specific outcome

specific situation;
2. E is for educate:

and

University Forgiveness

Acknowledgmg the possibility of not gettmg what people want

fiilly acceptmg that reality;
3. A is for affirm:

Affirming people's positive

intention. Positive intention reminds
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they can grow and focus on the

them that

4.

L is for

goals from any hurtfiil experience;

long-term: Emphasizmg the importance of practice (154-77).
Wade's

Forgiveness Scale**

The measurement of forgiveness

of ways. Michael E.

a

life

McCullough,

m

psychology has been attempted m a variety

William T.

Hoyt, and K. Chris Rachal have developed

taxonomy for categorizmg the existent prima facie

put the available

measures

of forgiveness

(66). They

mstruments into three dunensions. The first dimension refers to the level

of specificity with which

forgiveness

is assessed. This level includes three levels of

specificity-offense-specific, dyadic, and dispositional.

The second dimension mentions

the level of direction of measurement. A third dimension refers to the level of the method

with which

forgiveness

At the

report

offense-specific level, measures of forgiveness have been attempted m self-

measures,

measures.

is assessed.

Wade

partner-report measures, observer-report

measures,

and behavioral

developed an eighty-one item, self-report measure that assesses nine

dimensions of forgiveness. The subscales of Wade's

Forgiveness

Scale "have

demonstrated 'known group validity,' successfiilly discrimmatmg between people who

report having forgiven an offender and those who report not havmg forgiven

^

Wade's

Forgiveness

Scale is

designed by

Susan H.

Wade,

now

Susan Wade Brown.

an

offender"
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(68).
In this

study. Wade's Forgiveness

Scale focuses

Forgiveness

to measure their

that it

uses a

forgiveness

on

forgiveness.

thinking
The

and

measuring forgiveness.

why this study used Wade's Forgiveness Scale

approach in measuring forgiveness.

It defines

and behavior of a whole

spiritual as well as psychological aspects of forgiveness.
The

Forgiveness
a

Wade's

specific person with whom people want

unforgiveness in terms of the cognition, affect,

person. It includes

Forgiveness as

about the

reason

holistic and balanced

Scale is used for

Discipline

of Forgiveness and Confession

is the way of life that chooses to

way of life

gives birth to holy habit.

long time for healing. Forgiveness, therefore,

is

a

forgive when conflicts arise.
Sometimes

forgiveness requires a

spiritual discipline through which

Christians should be nourished.

Forgiveness

as a

Spiritual Discipline

Forgiveness as a spiritual discipline needs the procedure within Christian
community.

The

procedure

mcludes ways to solve conflict among members, to

give

opportunities of repentance to wrongdoers, and to take time to ponder the will of God.

Spiritual disciplmes include three forms: self, one-on-one, and common duection.
direction seeks divine duection and its disclosures in

Self-

daily life. A Christian is called to

is
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abide in the love and

another to facilitate

forgiveness of the

forgiveness.

Lord. One-on-one direction seeks confession with

Common direction seeks intentional

spiritual growth

within group interaction.

The

procedure

of forgiveness. Klassen defines church

discipline as the "process

whereby God's community submits to the direction of its risen Lord,
reproves, and rebukes the presence of sin

so

community may enjoy his presence" (185).
committed to the Lord in order to

that through

Church

who judges, exhorts,

forgiveness the whole

discipline is utilized by a community

reject sin and enjoy the presence of the Lord through

forgiveness.
Jesus offers Christians the entire

procedure of forgiveness

community

in Matthew 18:15-20. hi this passage, Jesus

tolerated

ignored within community (Hays 102).

or

within the Christian

for the Christian

points out that sin is not to

The process of promoting

community is composed of three steps.

It

provides the opportunity for the offender to repent without public

offended obtains freedom

even

if the offender

never owns

The second step calls for the inclusion of two

listen, take

one or

two others

along" (Matt. 18:16).

or

The

forgiveness

The first step is the

mteraction between the offender and the offended, "between the two of you"

18:15).

be

(Matt.

scandal. The

up to the offense.

three witnesses: "If he will not

requirement of additional
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witnesses is based

on

Deuteronomy 19:15 in the Old Testament. The final step prescribes

the involvement of the

(Matt. 18:17),
one

community:

If the offender refuses to listen

cannot remain within the

pagan

or a

"If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church"

tax collector"

even

to the

community of Jesus' disciples

as a

pagan

or a

tax

expelled person

Seeing Matthew

an

should be treated "as

18:15-20 within the

(v. 14). Thus, rigor and forgiveness
Jesus also confers the

create

restore the sinner to

a

or a

tax collector"

efforts"

are

fellowship.

willing that any of these little
set

side-by-side in Matthew

means

that

(Hays 102).
of the

Jesus says, "In the

ones

should be lost"

18:15-20.

authority of "binding and loosing" upon the

The Christian community exercises its

prayer and in Jesus' presence

is derived

pagan

seriously. Nevertheless, to

immediately preceding context, the goal

way your Father in heaven is not

community.

a

be taken

object of the community's missionary

community's disciplinary action is to
same

a

collector," indicates that the imperative of

righteousness concerning the unrepentant person is to

"the person becomes

and is to be treated "as

(Matt. 18:17).

Verse 17, "treat him

say that the

church, then the unrepentant

Christian

disciplmary power with gathered

(Matt. 18:19-20). The authority of the Christian community

through prayer and its purported goal

"pure community" (Augsburger 162).

is to "win back" the offender and not to
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The process of communal

forgiveness

rarely in the epistle of Paul.

is described

In

1 Corinthians 5:1-5, Paul is distressed about the way in which the incestuous party

remains

part of the Christian community. He declares judgment

a

committed sin

by the authority given to him in the name of Jesus.

community to participate
of this

discipline

in

is that this

a

man

In 2 Corinthians 2: 1 1,

community.
receives

a

a

might be

is

as

forgive and comfort the

man

who

He urges the Christian

goal

saved.

disciplinary situation has developed

disciplinary process

the

in which the Lord is present. The

follows. First,

a

sinner lest such

a one

in the Christian

person who has caused

penalty agreed upon by the majority (v. 6). Second, the

has time to

sorrow

The

disciplinary process

on

Christian

be overwhelmed

sorrow

community

by excessive

(v. 7). Third, the Christian community attains love beyond forgiveness (v. 8).

Fourth, forgiveness takes place in the immediate presence of Christ (v. 10).
Directions of forgiveness. Christians in need of guidance at so-called "threshold"

moments

m

life, amidst genuine transcendent crises, seek the help of pastors

believers to check their

or

fellow

appraisal of significant life call in then situation (Muto and Kaam

14). Spiritual disciplines include three forms: self,
Self-direction. Self-duection that makes

a

one-on-one, and common direction.

person open to divuie

includes the holistic dimensions of personal inward life, community life,

guidance
daily life,

and

a
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goal of the dispositions

life devoted to God. The ultimate

the whole

In

measure

of the fiillness of Chrisf

involves meditation and prayer.

oriented toward wisdom,

People

and

2.

an

understanding

3. As

church.

a

an

effective

use

goal, which is
of the

People need to

create

for themselves

a

special

they recognize that they are doing something different, something

should be

aware

that God has

by the Holy Sphit" (1

disciples

for

of the ultimate

(Meninger 118-19):

something that will bring them into

People

Lord except

of the word,

Scriptures. They open the Bible,
listen to what God says for

God is

and

of lectio divina

should build

environment in which

special,

knowledge,

Scriptual reading in lectio divina is

following list includes some suggested steps

Scriptures in the practice
1.

(Eph. 4:13).

self-direction, lectio divina has been generally used, lectio divina means divine

reading, but it also

God. The

in self-direction is to attain "to

Cor.

God's presence.

aheady spoken.

example, to the

a verse or

one can

say Jesus is

12:3).

people must listen to

for

"No

two until

God

Psalms

speaking through his

or

the

they wish to stop,

Gospels. They read,

and

responds to what

speakmg to them.
4.

People

should have

a

dialogue with God in a prayer. People

should

speak to

God, ask God for an understandmg of the text, and ask how it applies to them. They listen
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�igain to
as

what God says in their heart, to the

they would
5.

scriptural texts,

or

both, and responds again

in any conversation.

People decide beforehand

sufficient. When the time is up,

how

long to

pray.

Perhaps ten to

fifteen minutes is

they thank God for his presence and wisdom.

Linn, Linn, and Linn mvite people

to

listen to God

speakmg to them through the

story of Emmaus in Luke 24:13-35 concerning the healmg process (116-17). They
recommend that

1

.

First, people read the story of the disciples

on

the road to Emmaus

(Luke 24;

113-35);
2.

People try to imagine themselves walking down the dirt road to Emmaus with

Jesus;
3 When people have shared their

feels about what has

4.

feel

happened to

her

People should repeat the

or

feelings, they

should allow Jesus to tell how he

him;

second and third steps

as

often

as

needed imtil

they

completely cared for and understood;
5. If people feel drawn to do so,

the person who hurt them. Then

they should watch what Jesus

they should take some deep breaths.

exhale, they help Jesus fill that person with life; and.

says and does for

Each time

they
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6.

People must ask Jesus to

show them

some

creative way of nonviolent

engagement that will protect them and invite the person who has hurt them

as

to

conversion

well.

One-on-one direction. One-on-one direction includes three essential

components. The first component includes listening with the

spiritual director and the
The director's

counselee need

enough time to

ears

of the heart. The

talk and pray with each other.

primary goal in listening is to sympathize with the counselee's pain.

director helps the counselee to observe "what

The

happened" objectively.

Another element of one-on-one direction is to respect

a

person's unique,

communal life call. Human life forms four main dimensions: sociohistorical, vital,

fimctional, and transcendent. The human life-form is continually emerging: "It is
finished life-form. This

imique

form of life"

premise means that we are only on the way to a communal

a

teacher but

a

The director is copartner with the

The most

"fellow Christian." The main

guide is the Holy

Holy Spuit who works through the

counselee.

important thing is to help people discover their divine life calls by deferring to

the dhection of the

sphitual

and

(Kaam 66).

The director is not

Spirit.

never a

Holy Spirit. A way to facilitate forgiveness

directors who will not be hurt

by it.

is to confess anger to
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Confession

helps to open sin up either to

brings the sins to the
between

surface. Carl G

Jung

sees

God

or

to

confession

another person. Confession

as a

people and their shadow, their secret selves (Todd 44).

confession opens the way to

Confession

removes

community, the cross,

the masks and

dispels

and

way that

The

bridges the gulf

practice of

certainty (Bonhoeffer 112-18).

any illusions that

separate people from

one

another.

Private confession is imderstood

priest in the Roman Catholic tradition.
has been

as

the sacrament of penance

In Protestant

traditions, the

largely replaced by a variety of forms of pastoral care by

performed by a

sacrament of penance

an

ordained pastor;

however, "each Christian is summoned into the priesthood of all believers to represent
and enact the

liberating action of God in Christ" (Jennings 152).

Richard J. Foster quotes

sacrament of a confession: "For

Alponsus Liguori's saying concerning counsel
a

good confession three things

examination of conscience, sorrow, and

a

and

The

people who

necessary:

determination to avoid sin"

"An examination of conscience" takes

holy presence of God.

are

come

Beatitudes, the

an

(151).

place when people are standing under the

to God with concrete sms confess then

they are forgiven for each one. They seek to examine themselves

Ten Commandments, the

in the

Last

on

sins,

the basis of the

Judgment (Matt. 25:31-46),

and the

Prayer
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of Ephraim the

Syrian (Forest 95).

"Sorrow" is necessary for

but also "abhorrence at

heart of the Father"

havmg

a

perfect confession.

committed the sin,

(Foster 152).

a

Sorrow involves not

only emotion

deep regret at having offended the
God, one's neighbor, and

Sorrow for sins is related to

one's heart and flesh.

being willing to yearn for holy living.

"A determination to avoid sin" is

Sin works in secret, and it

can

lose its power

only when it is revealed.

Exposing our sins voluntarily is always difficult, but if we are truly
repentant, we will be glad to humble ourselves. And when we are truly
humble

we

will

no

longer worry

about how

we

appear to others.

(Arnold

136-37).
The repentant life leads

people to

a

sanctification.

Direction-in-common. Direction-in-Common happens within the

church and/or in

an

intentional

spiritual growth group.

and the declaration of forgiveness in the

in Christ. In

worship services, people

The

practice

called to take part in the

the call to confession, confession of one's sms, repentance,

assurance, the

a

action of God

following

prayer for

sequence:

pardon,

words of

pronouncement of absolution. By participating in this liturgy, people

this once-and-for-all action of God, but people do

and

of confession of sin

community of faith represent the

are

liturgy of the

again (Jennings 53).

not enact

once

and for

enact

all, but again
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A further

possibiUty for the practice of confession and forgiveness

discovered in the small group that shares

group for the

movement.

practice

of confession and

Wesley organized the

members of the

society were

also

"class

a

mutual life. The best

meetmg"
be

as

example of this type of

a

the basic unit of his "societies." "All

part of such

weekly for the purpose of mutually examining the temptation,

In terms of the conditions for

a

class, which would meet

sm, and progress toward

(Jennings 155).

duections-in-common, the first condition is

relaxation. Most church members in KMCC work all week.

They are

in need of warming

words, encouragement, hospitality, and pleasant humor. Whenever people
home cell group,

be

forgiveness can be found in John Wesley's

expected to

sanctification of each of its members"

can

they may have coffee

or

meet within

dinner, if possible. The facilitator needs

a

to

bring the participants into a joyful atmosphere.
Another condition is to share

of acquaintances

The

more

m

America

so

they

rhythms of life. Many
stick almost

in KMCC

exclusively to

they expect from these relationships, the

more

are

intimate

limited

a

circle

relationships.

they tend to get depressed when

they are not satisfied within these relationships. Therefore, they need to acknowledge
certain

rhythms of life,

each oi^e. Three basic

less coercive and

more

appealuig, that will grant a free space to

rhythms are to be part of the himian condition:

"the

rhythms of
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active and

(Muto,

passive strength;

of attachment and detachment; of hmnor and seriousness"

Renewed at Each Awakening

14).

A third condition is that facilitator and

Spiritual

resistance

tend to force

can

infect the group

follow then

people to

own

participants

desire to

obey God's word.

virus. Some

as a

whole like

life

callings. The divine call

be different from that of others. The difference of one's

abundant joy of a unique communal life call,

a

people in KMCC

of one person

might

calling may give way to the

especially where

God's words

are

concerned.

Accorduig to

Susan Muto and Adrian

direction-in-common session

are

van

Kaam, the six components of a

(1) contemplation, (2) conference, (3) conversation, (4)

commimion, (5) closure, and (6) commitment (19-23).

Contemplation.
word

"contemplate"

A direction-in-common starts with

is based

guidance" (Kelsey 49).

The

on

goal

the Latm and

come to rest

with God

and

(Muto,

"to go mto the

of this stage is to focus

transcendent dunension of life. People's

daily lives, trivial matters,

means

contemplation.

on

The actual

temple to

shiftmg from

a

seek

fimctional to

a

sphitual storages seem to be emptied due to their

sphitual war in the world. Through contemplation people

Dear Master

All methods of centermg

m

20).

Christ may be used. The facilitator invites

participants
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to

place themselves humbly before God in silence.

appropriately bridges the sphitual

and the outer

Conference, hi the conference

expect

as

experience

theu:

own

phase, the

life

a

whole

picture

facilitator sets parameters for what to

of the passage and share

a

story of her

connected with the text. "The conference aims to put

experience

m

light of the text" (Muto and Kaam 21).

with their "inner ears" to the text and to

Conversation. The group

conversation because the

call and the

one

begins to

It

people to

or

his

own

in touch with

helps them to

listen

another.

discover

a

direction

share their lives.

together through

thoughts voluntarily, the

of the passage.

Finding a balance between one's

group's common formation is unportant.

express theu mward

people

Holy Spuit illuminates each participant by means

The facilitator encourages

unique

physical worlds.

the session starts. A preselected text is read by the group for the first tune. The

facilitator may present

life

or

Silence is unportant because it

facilitator

can

When

ask

people do not tend to

appropriate questions

m

order to draw people into interaction.

Communion. In communion, the facilitator and the

gift of understandmg,

which is

given by the Holy Spirit.

thank God, who knows well what

participants

This

disciplme

summarize the

leads them to

people need. Communion puts them in touch with the

embracing love of the God in whom they are beloved children.
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Closure. Closure

this

means

preparing a beginning of the

session to

come

next. In

phase, the participants gather together their common directives and share their own

personed prayer lists and then engage in corporate prayer.
Commitment. The final stage is for the groups to recommit to

formation. The facilitator concludes with praising God

abandonment to God. The

forgiveness

as a

ongoing

attitude of appreciative

participants may pray with thanksgiving.

Three Central Arenas of Forgiveness

Forgiveness

m

an

as a

Spiritual Discipline

spiritual discipline contains the three central arenas of

from God, to self, and to others. When Jesus is asked to

commandment of the law, he summarizes these

arenas

of love

identify the

by sa5dng,

"Love the Lord

is the
your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind. This

first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: Love your neighbor

yourself (Matt. 22:37-40).
yourself,

and love your

The

key words in the commandments

are

to love

as

God, love

neighbor.

Nouwen presents the Christian

spiritual life

in relation to

Nouwen says that in the middle of all worries and concern,

God, self, and others.

people can become more

aware

of the different poles between which their lives vacillate and

These

poles

offer the context

m

which they

are

able to

are

held in tension.

speak about the sphitual

life.
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Nouwen makes the observation that their lives

polarities and

sometimes is

"lonelmess" and "solitude"

"hostility"

and

"illusion" and

are

back and forth between both

suspended in the middle with fear. The primary polarities are
as

"hospitality,"

groups of polarities

move

most

in relation to self A

which

are

based

on

secondary

their

group of polarities

relationship with others. A final

important because they are

"prayer." Nouwen considers the sphitual

related to God.

life

as a

They

reaching

life includes three movements fiom loneliness to solitude,

spiritual

are

are

out. The

hostility to hospitality,

and illusion to prayer (Reaching Out).

Forgiveness cannot be accomplished imtil
others:

God's love flows

(1) By loving God, people recognize that they

receive

through the

forgiveness

self into

from God;

(2)

By loving self, the sinner receives forgiveness from God, and people forgive self; and, (3)

By loving others, people become agents forgiving others.
hearts up to

people to

open their

God, self, and others.

First

be called

Love leads

arena

of forgiveness

Gloving God. Nouwen says,

�

worrying people" (Making All Things New 23).

daily life is that people

are

very

busy equals being important.

depression, resentment,

"The modem age

can

One of the characteristics of

busy. They can be disillusioned and may think that bemg

A worrying

and boredom.

life, however, is indicative of deep unfiilfilhnent,
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The secular

fabricated

by social compulsion.

enemies of the

enemies

pushes people toward a false

are

experience of being deprived.
a

While the world leads

his

baptism:

"You

Jesus'

are

attam union with

fear.

so

Wav of the Heart

11). These

sense

of self depends

on

the

what others say of

critical word.

a

in

ministry starts
son,

ui

hearing a voice from heaven at the tune

You I

am

well

that all who believe in him

God, the Father,

m

love

pleased" (Mark 1:11).

might become

of

Jesus

like him, that is to

(John 17:15-23).^ Listenmg to the

voice of

people are certain that they are beloved children of God and have nothing to

People are grasped by his

upon

of the two main

people toward an illusion, Jesus guides people to hear the

My beloved

prays for human beings

God's love,

When people's

quite natural reaction to

loving voice of God.

compulsion is at the basis

worldly dependencies. Anger is the unpulsive response to

the fruit of the

them, anger is

of self The false self is the self

"anger and greed" (Nouwen,

life:

spiritual

This very

sense

grace: "For of his fiilhiess

we

have all

received, and grace

grace" (John 1:16). People do not earn God's forgiveness; rather, they are given the

grace that he has

Second

^

The

already freely forgiven them
arena

key verse is 23:

may know that You sent

of forgiveness

�

"I in them and You

Me, and loved them,

spuitual life m Jesus' prayer (John 17):

"The

ui

Christ.

bloving self. People

m

agree

uitellectually that

Me, that they may be perfect in unity,

even as

so

that the world

You have loved Me." Nouwen finds the base of the

spiritual life keeps us aware that our true house is not the

house of fear, in which the powers of hatred and violence rule, but the house of love, where God resides"
rBehold the Beautv of the Lord 19).
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God's love is unconditional, but

cannot

forgive them.

may believe

The

they may believe that what they

reasons are

what

they have not sufficiently paid

for their sin because

(2

it

as a means

to

manipulate others

Guilt also fimctions to thwart

righteousness.
sorrow

feel

Cor.

7:8-13),
God

relationship to

which is rooted in

an

a

into

Those who have low

revealing self-

healthy, love-motivated

altruistic

concern

sense

of godly

for the other and his

liberation from thefr

guilty condition from

God

(cf

from God,

Ps. 32; Rom.

question is how people develop steps to forgive themselves.

her

they are reluctant to forgive themselves.

people obtain the

8:1-4).

The unportant

The first step is to be

aware

The second step is to confess and

repent for theu arrogance denymg God's grace, paid in fiiU: "If anybody does sin,
who

or

(Pingleton 411).

Having received an unmerited gift of forgiveness

of the fact that

disappointed by

unworthy.

feelmg of guih unprisons them with a low self-esteem.
use

bad that God

they believe that

may be

repeated suis that continue to beat them down and make them

self-esteem tend to

was so

keep them from forgivmg themselves. They

forgiveness is based on the results of their efforts. They also

This

did

speaks to the Father in our defense- Jesus Christ,

the

we

righteous one" (1

have

one

John

2:1). The third step is to trust in the promises of God through the power of the Holy

Spuit(Ps. 103:12; Tit. 2:5).
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Third

arena

self and others is that

Jesus is

of forgiveness

they

are

forgiven. Jesus

eating at the Pharisee's house,

tears; she

loving others. The

a

is invited to duiner

sinful

woman

beguis to

why people can forgive
by

this situation and says to hunself, "If this

sees

know who is

touching him and what kind of woman she

Jesus says to the

But he who has been

Pharisee. When

The Pharisee who

man were a

prophet, he would

^that she is sinner"

is

�

(Luke

Pharisee, "Her many sins have been forgiven for she loved much.

forgiven little

Granting forgiveness to
choice. The

a

wet his feet with her

wipes them with her hair and pours perfume on his feet.

mvites Jesus

7:39).

reason

�

loves little"

(Luke 7:47).

another person is not

an

automatic event but

Holy Sphit as helper works with human beings

m a

mutual

a

conscious

participation

(Rom. 8:26). People may follow certam steps to forgive others.
First, people should remember the grace of forgiveness is from God. Granting

forgiveness to another person begins by recognizing that God has already forgiven sm.

Forgiveness

is not

something people do by theu power; rather, flowmg toward them,

m

them, and through them is God's power.

In step

2, people need to understand the benefits of forgiveness in a physical,

emotional, and spiritual

resentment,

sense.

Forgiveness

leads them to

a

release from the bonds of

repression, and guilt that holds them back from entermg into

God's

freedom.
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which is

beginning as a beloved

a new

In step

3, people

forgive someone

must face

is when

child of God

problem relationships squarely.

The best tune to

they feel the most anger toward them. At this tune, they

utterly honest with themselves and God.
growth and the

(Wuellner 21).

grace of God.

This situation

can

be

helps them to understand their

They pray for them to God,

while

pouring out their inward

wounds.

In step

Usts the

to

forgive

principal phases of human forgiveness

primary things

forgive

4, people should be willing

as

and make

in

(1) recognizmg the situations
a

positive decision to do

sufifermg

of the other person

is easier.

Loving the

they feel

like it,

enemy

as

if they

so

were

a

from the heart.

practical way.

that need

Raymond

He

forgiveness

Stuzinski

suggests two
and

(2) wanting to

(Una 54). When people understand the

in others' shoes, at this pomt

requires a conscious choice to forgive.

forgiving others

If people wait until

they probably will never forgive (Kendall 162).
Summary

For this

biblical and

study, four different perspectives

on

theological basis of forgiveness is the

love reveals his love in Christ. Jesus Christ shows

and resurrection. He is

a

forgiveness were

examined. Fust, the

grace of the triune God. The God of

forgiveness in his teachings, the cross,

model whom believers should follow. The

Holy Spuit enables
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human

beings to forgive

in the hearts of beUevers and within the Church.

Second, the Buddhist perspective
to understand theu*

Buddhism

came

cultural

forgiveness helps

While Protestantism

background.

in AD 372. Buddhism sowed

people. Many people
esteem and

on

are

our

Korean

came

congregation

to Korea in AD

1,885,

important vision in the hearts to Korean

helped to forgive by developmg qualities

like levels of self-

self-confidence, understanding others' suffering and having compassion for

fellow human beings

(Lama and Cutler 277).

Third, the psychological perspective

Forgiveness techniques help people feel

on

forgiveness can

shed

less hurt and angry. Jared

light on self

Pmgleton proposes

a

psychologically and theologically uitegrated model of the forgiveness process: (1)
forgiveness

given to

can

only be received from God if given to others; (2) forgiveness can only be

others if received from self; and,

(3) forgiveness can only be given to

received from God. He pomts out how the failures to receive God's

give

it to others and self can be

According to him,

a

forgiveness

infantile fear. A failure to forgive others resuhs from

a

forgiveness and to

conceptualized along a whole personality development.

failure to receive God's

which hostility resides, and

self if

failure in

oriented mtemalization of punitive

a

to be

grounded in

primitive splittmg of the ego m

self-forgiveness

guih (403-13).

seems

is characterized

by a neurotically
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Since

a

church functions

anxiety and reactivity,

hi

even a

as an

church environment,

other. This manifests itself through

relationships
many

seem

The

sometimes

to be

even

emotional system, emotional process

a

people give

occurs

in

and take hurt from each

buildup of tension that develops into stressfril

culminating

m

overly sensitive to gossip

emotional outburst. In our congregation,

and what others say about them.

problem is that often when such conflicts arise, expressing their anger,

forgiving each other,
forgiveness is

so

who does wrong.

and

restoring their relationships

difficult is diat people

Forgiveness needs to

cognitive, affective,

are

obsessed

be focused

are

not easy. The

reason

why

by their emotion toward a person

on

tiiree dimensions of a person:

and behavioral dimensions.

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the

cognitive, affective,

and behavioral

changes that occur in the congregation of the Korean Methodist Church of Concord as the
result of a series of preaching

Bible

on

the theme of forgiveness and the initiation of a home

study group that concentrates on the

same

theme.
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Research

Three

Research

primary research questions guided the

extent of this

changes occur in the participants' understanding, feelmg,

The

answer

to this

research question provided

a means

changes occur within members of KMCC between preresearch question identifies the

and

of addressing what

post-questionnaires.

congregation's ability to forgive prior to the

study based on the Wade Forgiveness Scale.

occurred in the

and behavior

group Bible studies?

forgiveness through the preaching and home cell

and Bible

study.

Question #1

What

about

Questions

congregation's cognition, affection,

This scale addressed

This

sermon

series

changes that

and behavior in relation to

forgiveness.
This research project

Bible

a

was

built on the

premise that a preaching program and the

study program can positively unpact cognitive, affective,

congregation's life.

The

seven sermon

program demonstrate biblical

Research

themes

ui

this

and behavioral

change in

preaching and Bible study

teachings and practice spuitual ways of how to forgive.

Question #2

What

intervening variables make a difference?

In the

case

of KMCC, every member is bom Korean American. The

answer

to this
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research question finds variables in acculturation to America. This research

identifies

generational differences to forgive

Research

whole and

The

biblical

in their levels.

Question #3

What elements of the

a

m

its

sermon

preaching literature

study made for changes

and Bible

cognitive, affective,

life

study

for this

application,

strengthen the participants' cognitive, affective,
study with interaction. A scale

and used in

in

forgiveness

project highlights the use of

and commimication

as

elements that

and behavioral responses to the

for each of these elements

was

congregation would identify

as

facilitating

a more

sermon

developed for

post-questionnahes. Responses to the questionnaire indicate which,

these elements the

as

and behavioral elements?

and Bible

explanations, illustrations,

and Bible

question

if any, of

complete

experience of forgiveness.
Population
The

bom in Korea and

Korean Methodist Church of Concord. All of them

speak Korean.

aduhs. All church members

thirty.

Sample

sample for diis study consisted of all the members who attend the Sunday

morning worship service at the

was

and

were

The average

mvited to

were

Sunday worship attendance was thirty-five

participate.

The total

population for this study
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In order to

Bible

study

group

confession. It

was

measure

was

factors that influence

forgiveness during the posttest, a home

designed, that concentrated on the practice of forgiveness

composed of six adults between the ages of 35

and

and 69.

Instrumentation

This

project was

an

evaluative

study

questionnaires to measure forgiveness.
on

Wade's

Forgiveness

items covered the

The Wade

Scale. A secondary

experimental mode utilizmg

primary instrument was a questionnake based
researcher-designed questionnaire of twelve

sermons.

Forgiveness

Wade's

The

in the

Scale

Forgiveness

behavioral responses about

Scak

was

used to

measure

cognitive, affective,

forgiveness based on the offense and offender.

three item scale consists of mne subscales. The four cognitive scales

are

items). Freedom from Obsession (four items). Affirmation (nine items),

(five items).
items).

The affective scale is named Positive

The four behavior scales

are

Avoidance

Conciliation (twelve items), and Holduig

from obsession is included:

a

This

offense

m

and Victimization

(versus Negative) Feelmgs (twenty-six

(eight items). Toward

Grudge (four items).

my

eighty-

Revenge (ten

For

God

(five items).

example, freedom

(1) The offense no longer has a hold on me; (2)

replay the incident causing the

and

I do not

mmd, dwelling on it; (3) I have stopped
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blaming,

and

(4)

I think about the offender without anger. Items

pouit ratmgs from 1 (Strongly Disagree)

The purpose of Wade's

empirically derived

Forgiveness

scored with five-

(Strongly Agree).

Scale

was

to

develop

a more

comprehensive,

scale for the measurement of forgiveness. Wade conducted interviews

with twenty academic

Based

of forgivmg.

to 5

are

psychologists, clinical psychologists,

on

these interviews. Wade

generated

items. Wade then reduced the six himdred items to

an

and pastors about the nature

six hundred questionnaire

eighty-three item scale of nine

factors, which she administered to 282 college students:
Each of the 83 items that

were

retained had the

unique property of

discriminating between a group of respondents who completed the items as
they thought about an offenduig relationship partner who they had forgiven
and
an

a

group of respondents who

items

offenduig relationship partner whom they had

Worthington,
Thus

completed the

and Rachal

not

as

they thought about

forgiven. (McCullough,

1589)

eighty-three items were representative of the psychologists' and pastors'

understanding of forgiving. All the

factors identified

were

measured in terms of alpha coefficient (see Table 3,1).

found to be reliable

as
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Reliability Coefficients of the Factors

Table 3.1.

Reliability

Items

(alpha Coefficient)
Cognitions
FACTOR

0.91

1-Revenge<10 items)

FACTOR 2-Freedom from Obsession
FACTOR 3-Affirmation

0.83

(4 items)

0.88

(9 items)

FACTOR 4- Victimization

0.79

(6 items)

Affect
FACTOR 1-Positive (vs.

0.95

Negative) Feelings (27 items)

Behaviors
FACTOR 1 -Avoidance

FACTOR 2-Movement Against
FACTOR 3-Toward God (5

0.84

(6 items)

0.89

items)

FACTOR 4-Conciliation (12
FACTOR

0.91

(8 items)

5-Holding a Grudge (4

FACTOR 6-Personal Benefit

0.89

items)

0.87

items

0.68

(4 items)

Source: Brown, Gorsuch, Rosik, and

Ridley 44.

Many factors of this scale have already been validated with a much larger sample
of religious responses. Richard L. Gorsuch and

based on twenty five

variables:

Judy Y.

Hao defined four

forgiveness items and examined their relationship to religious

Forgivmg Motive, Religious Response, Forgiving Pro-Action,

The results of the

primary factors

and

Hostility.

study revealed a strong correlation (.53) between the Religious

Response and Forgivuig Pro-Action factors, "suggestmg that people who engage in Godrelated responses also engage in

interpersond forgiving behaviors,

such

as

asking the
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other's

forgiveness, domg something for the other person, discussmg, and apologizing.

Religious Response

is consistent with Wade's behavioral factor Movement Toward God"

(344).
This scale, in its

and research to which

therapy

Worthington,
to

entirely or through selected factor, has
is related. Michael E.

McCullough,

and Kenneth C. Rachal used twenty items from Wade's

examine the discriminant

They showed that
Validity

forgiveness

also proven useftil in

it "had

an

validity of the empathy measure
mtemal

and

Everett L.

Forgiveness

Scale

forgiving measure.

consistency reliability (alpha) of .94" (326).

of Sermons

Validity of sermons was reviewed by knowledgeable individuals in the

congregation and a home cell group.
Content

This review

validity verified that the content of the

meanings of forgiveness
dissertation committee

from

a

provided a level of face validity.

sermons

spuitual perspective.

reflect all the

generally accepted

The review of this work

by the

provided the level of expertise to verify or challenge content

validity.
The

Post-Questionnaire
The

post-questionnaue asked members to

indicate to what extent their

experiences of forgiveness were enabled by the design of the forgiveness sermons and
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Bible

study

sermon

series. The

respondents were asked to rate the value of each of the following

elements for themselves:

the sermon's

questions

displays the

life situations, and communication. Table 3.2

application to

for each of these

explanations from a biblical text, the use of illustrations,

scales.^

Table 3.2. Sermon Scales

Illustration

Explanation
I have

A

gained key concepts from the biblical Text.

wide

of

variety

sources

(the biblical story,

biogj^pdiies, general literature, magazines) helped
me

I

was

able to follow the

sennon

to

understand the Bible better.

The stories in the

clearly.

sermons

made the

sermons more

meaningfiil.
in the

Forgiveness

sermons were

included with the

The illustrations

I understand how I could act

I think the

m

communicating

Communication

Application

in my

effective

forgiveness.

whole Bible.

forgiveness

were

on

the

practice

of

I coimect emotionally with the

preacher.

personal life.

sermons

will

change my life

in

a

concrete

The

sermons were

pleasing to hear.

way.

The

sennons were

relevant to my situation in life.

The facial and

physical expressions

were warm

and

friendly.

insights from Stacy R. Minger. She classified sermon scales such as use of
"illustration, conversational style, life application, and positive emotional appeal" compared to my scales
"explanation, illustration, application, and communication" (87).
*

1 have received several
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Data Collection

The Wade's

collection. The

measuring the
the

same

Forgiveness

Scale questionnaire served

researcher-designed questionnaire

sermon

series. The

served

as

as a

the

primary source of data

secondary

population and the experimental

source

group

were

in

tested at

time.

Confidentiality
I ensured the

mailing of the pre-

participants' confidentiality in the cover letter that accompanied the

and

post-study questionnaires.

These letters state that

be made to inform retumed responses to others within the

A and

C).

To make every person

m

the

no

attempt will

congregation (see Appendixes

body of Christ healthier, I requested the

respondents' faitiiful support.
Questionnaire Administration
The

pre-questionnaire was mailed to the home address of all participants of the

KMCC two weeks

series. The

prior to the beginning of the

sermon

series and home Bible

study

questionnake was mailed with a cover letter explaining the project, assuring

confidentiality, and appealuig for a response.
instmctions followed: "We ask you

now

to

To

complete the questionnaire measures,

think of one person whom you

experienced as

treating you unfairly and hurtmg you at some pomt ui the past" (see Appendixes B

and

D).
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A

self-addressed, stamped envelope

This retum

mailmg would allow them to

was

returning the questionnaires.

mdicate whether they

and to know who does and does not need the

was

included for

completed the

follow-up. The retum date

given in the cover letter, the Saturday before the preaching began.
a

weekly church bulletin for two

weeks. After

The

sermon

for the response

To encourage

postcard were mailed to

receiving the retum questionnahes,

all

study project.

announcements and

The

same

encouragement

personal relationships.

a

thank

respondents.

post-study questionnaire was mailed during the week following the

and Bible

a

reminder note in the announcement section of the

stronger response rate, I placed

you and reminder

mstruments

was

offered

final

through worship

Thank you and reminder postcards

were once

again sent to encourage an increased rate.
Variables

The

Bible

independent variables of this research project were the

study series.

Each of the

variety of materials.

The Bible

seven sermons was

based

on

study series reflectmg on the

sermon

series and the

the biblical text with

sermons were

a

shared in

a

home cell group every week.

The

dependent variable of this study was forgiveness.

The

changes

in

cognition,

affect, and behavior were measured by the pre- and post-questionnaire responses.
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Intervening variables that might influence or help to explain outcomes include years lived
in America,

gender,

age, and

occupation.
Data

The statistical

procedures

posttest questionnaires

a

were

used in

ANOVA.^

Analysis

analyzing the data gathered

The data included

posttest for the congregation. A home Bible study group

the ideal

setting for reflecting on the

sermon.

a

m

the pre- and

pretest measure followed by

was

chosen

as

it is considered

Independent variables were analyzed by

comparing the congregation that listened to the

sermons

and

people who participated in

the small group.

Generalizability
This

study focused on participation of church members in the KMCC.

project is limited to the

first

generation Korean immigrant church.

study was to evaluate the costive, affective,
KMCC

as

The purpose of this

changes

in individuals of

tiie result of a series of preaching on the theme of forgiveness and tiie uiitiation

of a home Bible

study

group that concentrates

applicable to every chiuch.

'

and behavioral

The

Results of the

on

study

the

are

same

dieme.

summarized

Findings

m

may be

Chapter 4.

analysis of variance (ANOVA) is "used to determioe whether mean scores on one or more
factors differ significantly jfrom each other, and whether the various factors interact significantly with each
other, also used to determine whether sample variance differ significantly from each other" (Borg and Gall

379).'

The
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this

congregation

Three

occur

the

in the

to evaluate any

was

on

the

same

the result of

a

study

series of

group that

theme.

primary research questions guided the extent of this study.

What changes

participants' understanding, feeling, and behavior about forgiveness through

difference? What elements of the

as a

whole and its

^th die Wade

contemplate

as

that occurred in the

theme of forgiveness and the initiation of a home Bible

preaching and home cell group Bible

forgiveness

changes

of the Korean Methodist Church of Concord

preaching on the
concentrates

study

a

sermon

studies? What

and Bible

cognitive, affective,

questionnaire,

past wound and

to think

the

their response to it. Whether

or

someone

for changes in

and behavioral elements?

were

about the person whom

respondents thought

thoughts, feelings,

study made

respondents

the hurt. In the process, the

not

mtervening variables make a

given

the

they believed

about then reaction to

forgives

can

opportunity

be measured

had caused

beuig

m

hurt and

terms of their

and theu behavior.

Profile of Subjects

The pre- and post-sermon series

to

questionnaires were mailed to all adults of the
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Korean Methodist Church of Concord who attend the

population for this study
questionnaires
based

The

on

was

while thirteen

thirty.

Seventeen

subjects completed the pre- and post-

subjects retumed only one of them. As such, this study is

the responses of the seventeen

subjects,

who

respondents consisted of eight males and nine

69 years. The averse age

Sunday worship. The total

was

completed both questionnaires.

females. Their ages

ranged

from 18 to

45.

Table 4.1. Profile of Subjects
%

N

Subjects
Pretest

Posttest

Both

Respondents

25

23

17

56

Male

11

8

8

26

Female

14

14

9

30

Age

18-69

18-69

18-69

Total 30

Reliability
The pretest

was

based

on a

Forgiveness Questionnaire devised by Wade.

consists of eighty-three item scales with nine subscales. The posttest

Wade

It

comprised a second

questionnaire as well as a questionnaue of twelve items devised by the present

researcher, based on material covered

m

the

sermons.
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Table 4.2 presents the mtemal

posttest

m

Wade's

Forgiveness

consistency reliability of average of pretest and

Scale. The reliabilities for the Wade Scale

ranged

form .825 to .958 for pretest and .772 to .956 for posttest.

Table 4.2. Internal

Consistency Reliability

�

Scales

^Wade Scale

a

Pretest

a

Posttest

OognitioBS
Revenge

0.953

0.891

Freedom of Obsession

0.853

0.772

Affirmation

0.�26

0.�51

Victimization

0.874

0.849

0.958

0.953

Avoidance

0.�25

0.902

Toward God

0.909

0.956

Conciliation

0.906

0.876

Holdmg a Grudge

0.901

0.851

Affect

Positive

(vs. Negative) Feelings

Behaviors

Changes in Forgiveness
Changes
Wade

in

forgiveness are

Forgiveness

focused

on

Wade

Forgiveness

Scale and home cell group.

Scale

On the Wade

Forgiveness

Scale

(see Table 4.3), respondents'

significantly between the pretest and die posttest measures (p<.05).

scores

The

changed

respondents had
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significant changes

for these three subscales.

obsession"

(p<0.05)

(p<.0.057).

The

and "affirmation"

mean scores

changed:

3.38, "affumation" from 2.67

8.12

m

to

Cognition was significant: "freedom from

(p<.0.05).

marginally significant

"Affect" is

"freedom from obsession" is shown from 2.75 to

2.98, and *affect' from 2.71

to 3.08. "F" values mdicate

"freedom from obsession," 5.48 in "affirmation," and 4.21 in "affect." From the

"psychological"
and better

stand pouit, the benefits of fijrgiveness mclude freedom from resentment,

physical, mental,

Table 4.3. Wade

Scales

and

spiritual health (Luskin 77-92).

Forgiveness Scales
Posttest

Pretest

N
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

F

p<.05

Cognitions

17

Revenge

17

2.74

1.16

2.54

0.71

1.03

0.326

Freedom

17

2.75

1.05

3.38

0.84

8.12

0.012*

Affirmation

17

2.67

0.74

2.98

0.57

5.48

0.032*

Victimization

17

3.34

0.92

3.15

0.74

1.33

0.265

2.71

0.86

3.08

0.61

4.21

0.057***

From

Obsession

Affect

Forgiveness
Behaviors

17
17
17

Avoidance

17

3.18

0.89

3.15

0.78

0.04

0.855

Tov^rard God

17

3.07

1.06

3.34

1.12

2.35

0.145

Conciliation

17

2.77

0.79

3.01

0.73

1.93

0.184

Holding

17

2.59

1.17

2.31

0.87

1.41

0.253

17

2.82

0.26

3.0

0.26

6.89

0.018*

Grudge

Composite
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Home Cell

Group

ITie difference

Bible

study

the Wade Scale between those who

group and those that did not

was

participated m the home

marginally significant:

significant (F=2.004; p=0. 1 77),

a.

For revenge, not

b.

For fi-eedom from

c.

For

affirmation,

d.

For

victimization, marginally significant (F=4. 1 63 ; p=0.059),

e.

For

forgiveness,

f.

For

avoidance,

g.

For toward

h.

For

conciliation, marginally significant (F=3 .92; p=0.066),

i.

For

holding a grudge, not significant (F=.008; p=.930),

j

For

composite, not significant (F=l .8 1 2;

.

Those who

obsession, not significant (F= 1 .969; p=0. 181),

not

not

not

significant (F=l .038; p=0.324),

significant (F=l .596;

p=. 1 82),

significant (F=2.746; p=. 1 1 8),

God, not significant (F=3

.

1;

p=.098),

and

p=. 1 98).

group had

marginally significant changes

m

from 3.6000 for pretest to 3.0000 for posttest. Table 4.4 shows reduction

ui

participated

mean scores

that

on

in home Bible

study

they consider themselves as victuns.
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Table 4,4. Victimization

SD

Mean
Pretest Scores

Posttest Scores

3.6000

.65727

6

Not in home group

3.2000

1.03537

11

Total

3.3412

.91860

17

3.0000

.48990

6

Not in home group

3.2364

.86171

11

Total

3.1529

.74340

17

Yes in home ^oup

Yes in home group

Those who

changes

N

participated

m

home Bible

study

group had

marginally significant

in

mean scores

from 2.4444 for pretest to 3.1111 for posttest. Table 4.5 shows

increasing

conciliation.

Table 4.5. Conciliation

Pretest Scores

Posttest ScOTes

N

Mean

SD

2.4444

.63611

6

Not in home ^oup

2.9470

.83772

11

Total

2.7696

.79141

17

3.1111

.71037

6

2.9545

.77492

11

3.0098

.73414

17

Yes in home group

Yes in home group
Not

m

Total

home group

for
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Intervening Variables

The

Correlations in nine subscales of Wade and Wade

determine if intervening variables,

occupation, impact outcomes.

This

namely gender,

in the

Feeluigs

age, years lived in America, and

analysis concentrated on the

that assessed Freedom from obsession.

Forgiveness

composites were examined to

Affirmation

Scale because

in the

items

on

the Wade Scale

Thoughts Scale,

and

participants had significant changes

for

only

these three subscales.

Several variables

were

examined in relation to

These included Freedom fr)rm Obsession,

was a

a

greater reduction in

scores

a

reduction in

immigrated to the U.

S.

scores

were

and the

were

women.

The

same

considered. These variable showed

of younger persons and those who has

(see Table 4.6).

composite

significant although they showed a

from pretest to posttest among

true ^\ilen age and tenure in the U. S.

trend for

age, and tenure in the U. S.

Affirmation, Forgiveness,

scale of the Wade Scale. None of these variables

trend for

gender,

mostly recently

a
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Table 4.6, Correlations

Gender

Age

Years lived in US

-.207

.342

.003

.425

.179

.992

17

17

17

Freedom

Pearson Correlation

From

Sig. (2-tailed)

Obsession

N

Affirmation

Pearson Correlation

-.122

.145

.571

Sig. (2-tailed)

.641

.578

.017

17

17

17

-.183

.384

.300

.482

.129

.242

17

17

17

-.242

.312

.159

.348

.223

.543

17

17

17

N

Forgiveness

Pearson Correlation

In

Sig. (2-tailed)

Affection

N

Pearson Correlation

Hie
Wade

Sig. (2-tailed)

Scale

N

The

occupation was coded as working, studymg,
the

from obsession

and

did not make

difference. For the

a

affirmation

m

Thoughts Scales,

and retired

and

people.

forgiveness

in

Freedom

Feelmgs Scales

composite Wade scale, occupation did not make

a

difference.

Wade Scale and Sermon Elements

Table 4.7 shows the mtemal

reliabilities for the

sermon

scales

consistency reliability of the

ranged from

.814 to .911.

sermon

scales. The
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Table 4.7. Internal

Sermon Scales

Consistency Reliability

�

Scales

A

Explanation

0.814

illustration

t)-911

Application

0.905
0.823

Communication

The correlations

obsession. Affirmation
The

respondents

focused on the Wade Scale that assessed Freedom from

were

m

showed

the

Thoughts Scales,

significant changes

correlations, except illustration,
subscales of sermon elements

Table 4.8. The

Changes

were

and

Forgiveness

m

the

Feelings

for these three subscales. No

observed based

on

Scales.

signific^t

the nine subscales of Wade and

(see Table 4.8).

in Nine Wade's

Forgiveness

Scale with Elements of Sermon

Freedom from

Affection

Affirmation

obsession

Explmiation

1

Pearson Con-elation

.035

.239

-.096

Sig. (2-tailed)

.898

.373

.724

16

16

16

Pearson Correlation

.266

.147

.217

Sig. (2-tailed)

.319

.587

.419

16

16

16

-.072

.365

-.071

.791

.164

.794

16

16

16

N

Explanation 2

N

Explanation 3

Pearson Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
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Table 4.8. The

Changes

in Nine Wade's

Forgiveness

Scale with Elements of Sermon

Freedom from

Affirmation

Affection

obsession

Illustration 1

Pearson Correlation

.102

.083

.097

Sig. <2-tailed)

.708

.760

.720

16

16

16

-.089

.018

-.216

.744

.948

.423

16

16

16

-.147

-.151

-.486

.587

.576

.056*

16

16

16

-.006

-.064

-.217

.984

.814

.419

16

16

16

-.019

-.042

-.275

.943

.878

.302

16

16

16

Pearson Correlation

.282

.362

.217

Sig. (2-tailed)

.289

.169

.419

16

16

16

Pearson Correlation

.072

.116

-.036

Sig. (2-tailed)

.791

.669

.894

16

16

16

-.314

-.057

-.358

.236

.834

.174

16

16

16

-.325

.039

-.308

.219

.886

.246

16

16

16

N

Pearson Correlation

Illustration 2

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
Pearson Correlation

Illustration 3

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Application

1

Pearson Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Application 2

Pearson C<wTelation

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Application

3

N

Communication 1

N

Commimication 2

Pearson Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)
N

Communication 3

Pearson Correlation

Sig. (2-tailed)
N
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Summary
The

I.

study had

some

significant findings.

Significant changes on the

obsession and affirmation

ui

Wade

forgiveness

Scale

freedom from

were

cognition. Margmally significant change

was

forgiveness

m

affection.

2. Those who

participated m home group

those that did not. For victimization and

3. The

changes.

study were

more

significant than

conciliation, they were marginally significant.

intervening variables of gender,

little bit of the observed

Bible

Women

age, and years lived

changed more than men;

m

the U. S. showed

younger

a

people

changed more than older people; and, recent immigrants changed more than older
immigrants.
4. The

intervening variables of occupation did not explain the observed changes.

5. The

use

of illustration

forgiveness on sermon series.

was

received

as

effective element in

communicating
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

This

project originated out of the necessity to help people who are emotionally

burdened with

who have

pain, resentment, and bittemess through theu difficulty in forgivmg others

wronged them.

forgiving community
Northem California.

(Rom. 15:7),
others

and

It

was

also conceived out of the Christian desire to foster

among Korean- American

a

immigrant members of a small church in

Through theu beliefs. Christians are forgiven (Eph. 1:7), accepted

and beloved (Rom. 1 :7)

by God.

Most

importantly, they are called to forgive

(Matt. 18:23-35). The mtention of the study was to conceive methods to motivate
promote forgiveness in this local church community and to

assess

the

efficacy of

these methods.

At the onset of die

on

forgiveness as

study, the respondents were

it relates to

a

asked to

complete a questionnaire

particular incident in then lives that has severely

challenged theu ability to forgive others. The questionnake is based on Wade's

Forgiveness Scale, which has cognitive, affective,

and behavioral dimensions. This

questionnaue was also followed by a series of sermons that focus on forgiveness.
sermons were

devised and ministered to the

Church congregation. The

sermons

respondents

in the

The

setting of the larger

challenged the respondents to recognize the
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importance of forgiveness.
In addition to the

group

was

The Bible

sermons on

forgiveness,

a

complementary home Bible study

convened with the aim of achieving interactive

study focused on the

incidents identified at the start of the

challenged the respondents' ability to forgive others.
more

the

open and fi-ank consideration of the

sermons

second

series and Bible

respondents'

study that had

study group encoiuaged

attitudes toward

study groups were concluded,

Wade's

the

The Bible

questionnaire again based on Wade's Forgiveness

A

dialogue with the respondents.

the

forgiveness. After

respondents completed a

Scale.

Forgiveness Scale

statistically significant change was observed in the respondents

sermon

series and

participating in the Bible study groups,

"Thoughts" and "Feelings" categories of the presupports the premise that

a sermon

series

on

and

as

after

attending

measured under the

post-questionnaires.

This

change

forgiveness can effectively enhance the

ability of individuals to forgive others, even though behavior modification has yet to be
realized.

Thoughts
In the

subcategory "Freedom from obsession," the respondents' responses did

improve (p=0.012). By itself, this cognitive change represents

a

modest

improvement ui
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forgiveness
the

and demonstrates that the

wrongdoer without anger,
hi the

pre- and

and to allow the offense to lose its hold

over

to

think about

them.

subcategory "Affirmation," a statistically significant change between the

posttest results (p=0.032)

because in

respondents wanted to stop blaming,

doing

so

was

observed.

People engaged m afifirmmg response

they also recognize their own responsibility. Moreover, they have

positive empathy towards the offender.
The offenders' action may not be justifiable, but they may be understandable

(Enright 140). Understanding the offenders
the

forgiveness

process. The

who needs to be

forgiven.

injured party

The

in

a

sees

spiritual

sense

the offender

is

an

as an

unportant aspect of

imperfect fellow human

mjured party as Christian thinks he or she already has

forgiven. Forgiveness is based upon certain reality that God first loves human beings
unconditionally (Luke 15:1-32).
Feelmgs
The

change between pre-

and posttest

readings of "Feelings

marginally significant difference (p=0.057). I began the
with the

awareness

sermon

of people with broken hearts, hidividuals

about theu- pam. Nevertheless,

they listened to the

sermons

are

with

subscale" showed

series

on

forgiveness

sensitive when

an

speaking

open mind. The

atmosphere of the church became more welcoming to opening theu hearts to one another.
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Luskin found that to fonn

a

grievance, people have done the following three

things: (1) took an offense too personally, (2) blamed the offender for one feels,
created

a

about the

forms

are

he

that

omnipresence of hurt. The reasons why the hurt lingers and a grievance
focus

people

personally (18).

or

(3)

grievance story (13). Luskin, reflecting on the process of creating a grievance,

points

too

and

on

the

feelings of pain they experience

Luskin makes clear that the

she feels when

someone

hurts him

or

and take

an

injustice

mjured party takes responsibility for how

her. Since

"forgiveness takes place by

undoing each of die steps of the grievance process" (65).

Accepting the omnipresence of hurt helps people not to create grievance.
Neverdieless, accepting the pain is

remedy

for their

own

a

central step of feelings in

forgiving. Forgiving

pain, but not for anybody else's pain (Smedes,

is

a

Art of Forgiving

129). When people deny the pain or pass the feelings of pain onto others, they build up
defenses to protect themselves. These defenses prevent the

People

live with their

negative verbal expression,
and others is necessary

to

healing process (Robert 165).

feelings of pain expressed m three ways: repression,

and confession.

release from

Confessmg then emotional turmoil to

negative emotional feelings

such

as

anger,

God

hurt,

and resentment:
And to put on the

new

self, created to be like God

m

true

righteousness

and holmess. Therefore each of you must put ofif falsehood and

speak
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truthfiilly to

his

neighbor, for we are

anger do not sin: Do not let the

do not

give the devil

Empathy, feeling the

a

foothold.

feeling as

same

sun

all members of one

go down while you

changes

which leads to

an

are

facilitated

still angry, and

another person, may generate

some

changed

and Rachal believe that the

by the development of empathy for the offender,

increased caring for the

of the offender's hurtfid actions"

are

In your

(Eph. 4:24-27)

feelmg toward the offender. McCullough, Worthington,
"motivational

body.

offending partner that overshadows the

(333). Forgivmg

as an

salience

empathy-facilitated change helps

people pursue relationship-constructive actions toward an offending relationship partner.
The results of the

result of behavior

on

was

thoughts

feelings dimension changed significantly,

yet to follow. Change is

forgiveness brought KMCC

of thoughts. Next is

and

mto

transition

a

process, not

an

through change.

feelings and behaviors. The behaviors

m

event. The

but the

sermon

The first step is the

the

series

change

forgiveness process may

be the last step of the process in change.

Behaviors

The behavior factors engage in movmg toward God.

interpersonal behaviors
on

such

the behavior subscale

research tune.

was

as

They are also moving toward

avoidance, holduig grudge, and conciliation. The result

not

statistically significant.

The prunary

Implementation of forgiving behavior takes time.

Some

reason was

short

people take much
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time because offenses

are so

family members

as

reason

is that behavior

Heartfelt

the

and

such

dreadM. If they

parents,

was

a

spouses, then

hmt

they

by

same

Christians

seemed hard to

insignificant because that forgiveness

forgiveness comes fiom three essential stages: (1)

injiuy people received, (2)
(3)

or

were

a sense

of debt or

willfid act of canceling the debt

or

by the

forgive. Another

is in the process.

fiiU conscious

awareness

of

obligation the wrongdoer has incurred,

(Wahking 199).

Speaking fi-om Christian perspective, the forgiving behaviors requued the active
and deliberate attitude from

forgiveness

and

receiving God's

granting forgiveness.

himself (1) for people's sm,

example

is

oiu

come

from

Father

asking

Lord Jesus Christ who gave

(2) for delivering people out of this present evil

accordmg to the will of God the
Christians cannot

The

grace. These behaviors

age, and

(Gal. 1 :4).

forgive (for + give) others until they accept and believe the

Jesus Christ who gave himself for theu

(3)

Lord

sms.

Sermon Elements

No

Wade and

significant correlations were observed based upon change in 9

composites of sermon elements,

composites of sermon elements.
effective

m

and

change

ui

One of sermon elements

communicating forgiveness.

subscales of

composite Wade
was

scale and

the illustrations.

They were
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The illustrations

are

like

plan that we all can begin to

see

a

wmdow of house. The Bible stories show the divine

other

as

imderstood God's will better. It is not for

illustrations of sermon

ambivalence toward

In the

equal. Therefore,
a

the motive of forgiving is

self-serving activity (Enright 201).

helped people to reflect humanity,

and lead them to

The

enlighten their

who hurt them. The illustrations also unite them with offenders.

one

interpersonal dynamics of two partners, they need to be taught how to

communicate about

forgiveness (Worthington, kurusu, Collins, Berry, Ripley,

and Baier

18).
Forgiveness and Spiritual Discipline
The

was

not

change between participants

in home Bible

statistically significant. However,

study group and non participants

"Victimization" of thoughts

(p=0.059)

and

"Conciliation" of behaviors (p=0.066) showed glunpse of forgiveness.

The home Bible

study

forgiveness together and
�very individual has

to have

a sense

an

group

participants reflected the

sermon

shared theu experiences of pauifiil hurt.

mward d^k hurt.

series

They recognized that

They also imderstood that confession led people

of freedom. The mitiative of forgiveness is essential to

discipline in the Christian community.
of the other's control

over

them

or

on

Jesus teaches Christians that

a

spuitual

they are not victuns

the past mfluence to the presence

(Matt. 5:38-42).
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Linn, Linn, and Linn translates Jesus' teaching mto invitation to forgiveness: "Even in
situation of injustice that

choose

our

we

cannot

hdly change, we can at least maintain our power to

response instead of being

passive victims" (8).

Experiencing Forgiveness
Correlations in nine subscales of Wade and Wade

determine if the

intervening variables of gender,

composite were examined to

age, years lived

m

America, and

occupation impact outcomes.
For

"Gender," women's

scores on

forgiveness indicated there was

change more than men although this change was not significant.

women

to

women

in America,

women

They have maternal

release their stresses

The

in our

congregation have heavy roles

affection and have many

conflicts with other people.

at both house

orduiary
and work.

through theu relationships.

a

m wave

"A woman is like

a wave.

notion. When she is

When

feelmg really

peak, but the suddenly her mood may change and her wave

down" (112). When the

problem together.

Like

experiences that solved their emotional

findings support John Gray's observation,

she will reach

trend for

They might be easier to forgive than men because they

she feels loved her self-esteem rises and falls

good,

a

woman

Women

hits bottom, she wants

are more

relational than

more

men.

crashes

desue to talk about her

When

women

face conflict,

they
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want to solve it

In

through talking with the other party.

"Age,"

people changed more than older people. They viewed

younger

forgiveness more positively.

The

forgiveness may

be

developmental

presents that forgiveness become important issue when

half of life. He said, "Part of the

a

issue. Diblasio

person enters into the second

healthy resolution of Erikson's (1950) final stage of ego

integrity vs. despair is finding meaning of one's contribution in life, forgiving past
mistakes made

self and other, and

by

adverse realities"

accepting that life of a mixture of pleasant and

(186).

Unlike Diblasio 's statement, younger people of our

embrace

forgiveness

more

easily, reflected in a trend for lower scores

popidation. Younger people
people.

The

As

people

grow up,

to react

more

more

more

among this

positively toward changes than older

people have complex problems m relationships

easily resolve conflicts with fiiends than older people do.

people easily stick to theu self-centered attitude.

"For years lived

forgiveness.

seem

longer people live, the

and sins. Younger people

respondents tended to

The recent

m

U. S." showed

immigrants

msignificant result Qxcept Affirmation

showed

more

in

changes than older immigrants did on

afBrmation in forgiveness (p=0.17). Our congregation is mostly first-generation

immigrants.

Older

immigrants have exposed to feelmgs of fiiistration, alienation,

and
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tension to conform American way of life than

Older

unmigrants have

lived

as a

new

immigrants.

minority longer

in the States.

They have closely

tight relationships with Korean community, which might cause more disappointment with
one

another. Older

immigrants

immigrants may have more broken relationships than recent

in the States.

Implications of the Study
This

study, though small

to the literature. The

forgiveness

in

sample, provides

some

small

concept of forgiveness holds special place

scale has been used in

groups. In these studies Wade's

measure

m

of contribution

Christianity,

the

psycho-educational groups and psychotherapeutic

Forgiveness

Scale

was

used

as a

tool to

measure

forgiveiiess.
Many of the factors of Wade's Forgiveness Scale

many

samples (Gorsuch and Hao 333-47). This

research for forgiveness

Ripley &

Baier

Wade's

on

already been validated with

scale has proven useful in

therapy and

(McCullough 43-55; Worthmgton, Kurusu, CoUms, Berry,

3-20).

Forgivness

Scale is three-dimensional with cognitive, affective, and

behavioral dimensions. The researcher used it to

series

have

forgiveness.

The

measure

change before and after

sermon

fmduigs of diis research were that freedom from obsession.
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affirmation,

and affection

enhanced

are

effective skill to communicate

series

sermon

on

by

sermon

forgiveness.

The

series

was

scale with

psychological

used in

a

measuring forgiveness.

series of sermon that focus

on

preached over a period of two
of forgiveness:

This

study was based on an extensive

was

and

unforgiveness created by

the research

forgiveness which included

months. This

sermon

is

more

design.

This

was

seven sermons

that

based

during the

sermon

a

series

on

a

forgiveness.
Study

complex inward issue which takes time to resolve.

effective

on

were

This

study

by a longer observation period after sermon series of

forgiveness. A longer posttest period would also give the opportunity to promote
forgiveness.

Wade.

design was to balance three central

Limitations and Weakness of the

could have been

The scientific

God, self, and others. The researcher led congregation to make

decision at the end of sermon

Forgiveness

in that it combined

spuitual tool, namely preaching.

Another contribution of this research

arenas

reflecting on

Methodology

study is research methodology

development of operational definitions of forgiveness

a

group

forgiveness was encouraged by each other.

One of the contributions of this

method

forgiveness. Illustration was

spiritual discipline

Contribution to Research

measures on a

on
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The weakness of this

study was having very

Sunday worship attendants were thirty

small

five adults. Of them

However, the reports of thirteen individuals

participants.

thirty adults participated.

thrown out because

were

The average

they completed one

of both tests.

Further Studies

Practical

the

sermon

Lent. This

Christian

application of the research is reinforcing importance of forgiveness

yearly basis.

sermon

series

Sermon series

on

on

forgiveness

in

forgiveness would be appropriate during the

also

can

be used for

a

couple

seminars in

community.

Further studies need to be done in designing

spiritual growth through forgiveness.
forgiveness

are

The

more

small

practice

groups for

regular practice of seeking and giving

needed for individual and groups.

Especially, practicing forgiveness

helpfiil to those who need care partners of unfaithful lovers, elderly people who
uncared for, and adolescent children abused

A follow-up

is

felt

by parents.

study to this study can explore behavior dimension such as how

people rate offenses who made them dreadftil and how much time they need to forgive
others.
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APPENDIX A

Cover Letter for Pre-Sermon Series

Questionnaire

Korean Methodist Church of Concord
404

Gregory Lane,

March

Pleasant

Hill, CA 94523

21, 2005

Dear Brother and

Sister,

Greetings in the name of the
I

serve

the

and

Seminary

I have been

ministry,

applying

You may be

Using Ideas

Lord! I have observed the KMCC since 1999. While

taking

a

what I learned to

aware

Doctor of Ministry jfrom Asbury
our

that I have been

of Forgiveness in Christian

church.

working on

Ministry to

motivation about the dissertation project is based
and build the

forgiving commimity.

dissertation have been

can

you

on

dissertation

Ethnic

am

"A

Study

Congregation." My

the desire to

help wounded people

January 1995, the first three chapters of the

On

writing to

project,

It is time to collect data from

ask for your assistance. Please

complete the

building a healthy immigrant church with me.

dissertation for
How

an

a

approved by my faculty committee.

real, Uve congregation. I

Theological

help me?

a.

Complete the enclosed questionnaire about "forgiveness" (p. 1-3).

b.

Place your

completed questionnaire

in the enclosed self-addressed

stamped envelope.
Place the

c.

What

can

I do for
1

I

.

envelope

in the mail

by April

.

you?

am

planning to preach on "forgiveness" during the

Questionnaires will be sending before

and after

No attempt will be made to match retumed

2.

within the

are

will be contributed to

results.

Thank you for your

Blessings,
Jong Mok

Lee

7 weeks.

sermons.

questionnaires to individuals

congregation.

Since all responses

3.

Rev.

1

participation.

vital to this research, every retumed

an

questionnaire

immigrant church and included in the study
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APPENDIX B

Pre-Sermon Series Questionnaire

Wade
1

.

Forgiveness

Scale

Name

2.

Gender

3.

Date of Birth

4.

Lived Years in America since

5.

Occupation

Male

Directions: Think about the

^Female

specific person you want to

toward. Rate each item to the extent that the

describe your
the item

as

it

own

measure

thoughts, feelings,

toward that person. Place the

your

forgiveness

and behaviors listed

appropriate number on the blank next to

appUes:

l=strongly Disagree

3=Neutral

2=Disagree

4=Agree

Thoughts
1 Our
.

relationship

is

more

important than this

offense.

2. 1 like them.
3 r 11 make them pay.
.

4. 1 wish that
5. There's
6. It
7. 1

something bad would happen to them.

something wrong with them.

(the offense) no longer has

was

a

hold

on me.

victimized.

8. 1 don't

replay the

offense in my mind,

dwelling on it.

9. 1 love them,
10. 1 blame them.

11 1
.

1 2.

recognize

it

was

very

painful

for the offender.

for this

relationship too.

They wronged me.

13.1 have

a

14. 1 have

stopped blaming.

responsibility

15.1 want them to get what
16.1 have
17.

a

clearer

They're guilty.

they deserve.

ability to

see

theu

good points.

5=Strongly Agree
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18. I'm

going to get even.

19. It's not fair.
20. 1

can

imderstand where

21.1 think about the
22. I'm
23.

glad to

they were coming from.

good they've

done.

be around them.

They can't do anything right.

24. 1 think about them without anger.
25.

They're

scum.

26. 1 want to

see

them hurt and miserable.

27. 1 continue to think about how much I hate them.
28.

They're bad.

Feelmgs
1

.

2.

betrayed
wronged

3. peace
4. joy
5. hate is

dropped

6. anger
7. hurt rushes away, is
8.

accepted or assuaged

hurt/pain

9. victimized

10.

holding a grudge

11. hatred

12. rage

13. release
14. respect
15.

care

16. violated
17.

good feeling

1 8 resentment
.

19. vengeance is
20.

cooperation

2 1 anger is
.

22.

dropped, no pleasure

released,

gone

compassion

23. resentment is gone,

or

less

in it
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24. relief
25. acceptance

26. comfortable with them

Behaviors

letting go of the

1 I'm not
.

2. 1 told God I

offense.

forgave them.

3. 1 asked God for

forgiveness for them.

4. 1 wished them well.
5. 1

keep

6. I'm

as

much distance between

holding

on

7. 1 looked for the

to the

us as

possible.

hurt and anger.
of the

source

problem and tried to

correct it.

8. 1 took steps toward reconciliation: wrote them, called them,

expressed love,

showed concem, etc.
9. 1 gave my

feeling to

10. 1 gave them back

God.

a new

1 1 1 asked for God to
.

start,

a

renewed

relationship.

help me forgive them,

to

love them.

12. 1 accept my part in the situation.

13.1

see no

14. 1 live
15.1

as

prayed

good in them.
if they don't
for them

exist, aren't around.

asking God to bless them.

16.1 don't trust them.
17. 1 find it difficult to act

warmly toward them.

18. 1 avoid them.
19. 1 accept their humanness, flaws, failures.
20. 1 cut off the
2 1 I'm
.

relationship with them.

suspicious of them.

22. 1 accept them.

23. 1 made

an

effort to be

more

friendly and concerned.

24. 1 did my best to put eiside the mistrust,
25. 1

was

willing to forget the past and concentrate

26. 1 tried to make amends.
27. 1 harbor

a

grudge against them.

28. 1 don't blame them.
29. 1 withdraw from them.

on

the present.
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Scoring Instructions
Instructions:
For each

factor, add the

scores

of the responses to get

a

total for each.

Score

Thoughts
Factor 1

(Revenge): 3, 4, 5, 15, 18, 23, 25, 26, 27, 28

Factor 2

(Freedom from Obsession): 6, 8, 14,

Factor 3

(Affirmation): 1, 2, 9, 11, 13, 16, 16, 20, 21,

Factor 4

(Victunization): 7, 10, 12, 17,

24
22

19

Min

Max

10

50

4

20

9

45

5

25

16

80

10

50

26

130

8

40

5

25

12

60

4

20

Feelings

Forgiveness items: 3, 4, 5, 7, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24,
25, 26

Unforgiveness

(Reverse

scores

1=5, 2=4, 3=3, 4=2, 5=1): 1,

8,9,10,11,12,16,18

2,6,
Total

items

score

(Add Unforgiveness total to Forgiveness total)

Behaviors
29

Factor 1

(Avoidance): 5, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 20,

Factor 2

(Toward God): 2, 3, 9, 11,

Factor 3

(Conciliation): 4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,

Factor 4

(Holding a Grudge): 1, 6, 21,

15

27

28
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APPENDIX C

Cover Letter for Post-Sermon Series

Questionnaire

Korean Methodist Church of Concord
404

Gregory Lane,

May 30,

Pleasant Hill, CA 94523

2005

Dear Brother and

Sister,

Greetings in the name
your support in

of the Lord! I

appreciate you for your participation and

completing the dissertation project.

For the dissertation project, I shared all

The

seven sermons

series

on

forgiveness: 1)

forgiving community, 2) Receiving forgiveness from God, 3) Granting forgiveness to

another person,

4) Asking another person for forgiveness, 5) Forgiving myself, 6)

Confession and

forgiveness, and 7) The family of God.

Once
How

can

you

again I request your assistance.
help me?

d.

Complete the enclosed questionnaire about "forgiveness" (p. 1 -4).

e.

Place your

completed questionnaire

in the enclosed self-addressed

stamped envelope.
f.
What

can

Place the

I do for

envelope

in the mail

June 12.

you?
trying to examine questiormaires academically

4.

I

5.

No attempt will be made to match retumed

am

within the
6.

Since all responses

results.

Thank you for your participation.

Blessuigs,
Jong Mok Lee

you sent to

questionnaires to

me.

mdividuals

congregation.
are

will be contributed to

Rev.

by

vital to this research, every retumed

an

questiormaire

unmigrant church and mcluded m the study
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APPENDIX D

Post-Sermon Series

Wade

Questionnaire
Scale

Forgiveness

1 Name
.

2. Gender

Male

^Female

3. Date of Birth
4. Lived Years in America since

Occupation
Directions: Think about the

specific person you want to measure your forgiveness

toward. Rate each item to the extent that the
describe your
the item

as

it

own

thoughts, feelings,

toward that person. Place the

and behaviors listed

appropriate number on the blank next to

appUes:
3=Neutral

2=Disagree

l=strongly Disagree

4=Agree

Thoughts
1 Our
.

relationship

is

more

important than this offense.

2. 1 like them.
3 r U make them pay.
.

4. 1 wish that
5. There's

6. It
7. 1

something bad would happen to them.

something wrong with them.

(the offense) no longer has

was

a

hold

on me.

victimized.

8. 1 don't

replay the offense m my mind, dwelling

9. 1 love them.
1 0. 1 blame them.

11 1
.

12.

recognize it was very painful for the offender.

They wronged me.

responsibility for this relationship too.

13.1 have

a

14. 1 have

stopped blaming.

15.1 want them to get what
16.1 have
1 7.

a

they deserve.

clearer ability to

They're guilty.

see

their

good points.

on

it.

5=Strongly Agree
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1 8. I'm

going to get even.

19. It's not fair.
20. 1

can

miderstand where

21.1 think about the
22. I'm
23.

glad to

they were coming

good they've

from.

done.

be around them.

They can't do anything right.

24. 1 think about them without anger.
25.

They're scum.

26, 1 want to

see

them hurt and miserable.

27. 1 continue to think about how much I hate them.
28.

They're bad.

Feelmgs
1

.

2.

betrayed
wronged

3. peace
4.

joy

5. hate is

dropped

6. anger
7. hurt rushes away, is

8.

accepted or assuaged

hurt/pain

9. victimized
10,

holding a grudge

11, hatred
12. rage

13. release
14. respect

15.

care

16. violated
17.

good feeling

18. resentment
19. vengeance is
20.

22.

no

pleasure

cooperation

2 1 anger is
.

dropped,

released,

gone

compassion

23. resentment is gone,

or

less

in it
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24. relief
25. acceptance
26. comfortable with them

Behaviors
1 I'm not
.

of the offense.

letting go

2. 1 told God I

forgave

3. 1 asked God for

them.

forgiveness for them.

4. 1 wished them well.
5. 1

keep as much distance between us

6. I'm

possible.

the hurt and anger.

holding on to

7. 1 looked for the

as

of the

source

problem and tried to

8. 1 took steps toward reconciliation: wrote

correct it.

them, called them, expressed love,

showed concem, etc.
9. 1 gave my

feeling to

10. 1 gave them back

God.

a new

1 1 1 asked for God to
.

start,

a

renewed

relationship.

help me forgive them,

to

love them.

12. 1 accept my part in the situation.
13.1

see no

14. 1 live

15.1

as

good in them.
if they don't exist, aren't around.

prayed for them asking God to bless them.

16. 1 don't tmst them.
17. 1 find it difficult to act

warmly toward them.

18. 1 avoid them.

19. 1 accept their humanness,
20. 1 cut ofif the
21. I'm

flaws, failures.

relationship with them.

suspicious

of them.

22. 1 accept them.

23. 1 made

an

efifort to be

more

friendly and

concemed.

24. 1 did my best to put aside the mistrust.
25. 1

was

willing to forget the past and concentrate

26. 1 tried to make amends.
27. 1 harbor

a

gmdge against them.

28. 1 don't blame them.

29. 1 withdraw from them.

on

the present.
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Sermons

Plejise

respond to the foUowmg

Place the

on

statements

Forgiveness

with the Sermons

appropriate nmnber on the blank next to the

l=Strongly Agree

item

3=Neutral

2=Disagree

as

Forgiveness.

on

it

appUes.
5=Strongiy Agree

4=Agree

Explanation
1 1 have
.

2. 1
3.

was

gained key concepts

able to fi)llow the

Forgiveness in the

from the biblical text.

clearly.

sermon

sermon was

included with the whole Bible.

Illustration

4. A wide

variety

magazines) helped me to

of sources

(the

biblical story,

biographies, general literature,

understand the Bible better.

5. The stories in the

6. The illustrations

sermon

were

made the

effective in

sermons more

meaningful.

communicating forgiveness.

Application
7. 1 understand how I could act

on

the

practice of forgiveness

in my

life.
8. 1 think the
9. The

sermon

sermons were

will

change

my life in

a

concrete way.

relevant to my situation in life.

Communication
10. 1 connect
1 1 The
.

emotionally with the preacher.

sermons were

12. The facial and

If there

are

pleasing to hear.

physical expressions were warm

and

friendly.

thoughts, feelings, changes of behavior you woidd like to

participant in this study, please do so here:

Thank you for

taking the

time to

respond.

share

as a

personal
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APPENDIX E
Sermons

Forgiveness
Sermon #1: The
When

Forgiving Community

people

in the church get into conflict with each other, the church

people will stop coming to church,

and the chance for

spiritual

What is, then, the "authentic church"? What binds the
authentic church is the

together in his name.

place where our Lord Jesus

The authentic church is the

Jesus shows three steps to
go

directly to the

someone

one

a

we

is

community

by treating that person as

something

we

must

parable

or

owed him. Jesus is also

ourselves to others,

nor

to

come

can

We

are

to

help;

and

(3)

We

are

to

any unbeliever who needs God's grace,
we

forgive?

Jesus teaches

us

that

do.

he

was

we

cannot believe it is true.

unwilling to forgive the

teaching the principle

decide

three

(2) If we confront

of the unmerciful servant shows how he could not believe the

forgiven his large debt; therefore,
servant

^where two

of forgiveness.

along who

Many people think that forgiveness is impossible;
The

The

community of faith?

community of forgiveness: (1)

must take others

love, and forgiveness. How many times should

forgiveness

�

split,

revival will be withheld.

who has hurt us, not talk about that person;

who does not listen,

"tell it to the church"

becoming

Christ is

can

right from wrong.

of mercy,

He tells

us

king had

small debt

telling

to fix

us

our

a

fellow

not to compare

eyes

on

the

cross.

When Jesus visited the Pharisee's house, the

by washing

his feet because she

forgiveness

of others is the

church

was so

same as

woman

thankful that her sins

expressed her love
were

forgiven.

expressing our love towards Jesus.

for Jesus

Our

The authentic

acknowledges that we are forgiven and that we have the power to forgive others.
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Sermon #2:

Receiving Forgiveness

Reinhold Niebuhr,

said, "The

crown

of tiie greatest Christian ethicists in the twentieth century,

of Christian Ethic is the doctrine of forgiveness. Love

the most difficult and

impossible

experience forgiveness
Why do

one

from God

we

we can

God's

forgive

forgiveness?

sin

are

of sin is incurred because of God's

We

are

People
others

use

coping mechanisms

by (1) blaming the

in

denying sin, (5) ignoring sin, (6) punishing
and

(8) misidentifying

sin.

Forgiveness

is

from God's holiness. A

us

The consequences of

(Jas. 1:15).
with their

dealing

wrong person for

we

sinners who need the divine

holy love (Heb. 9:27).

destructive because of the nature of sin

own

sins and with the sins of

sin, (2) minimizing sin, (3) justifying sin, (4)
someone

given by

for

sin, (7) compensating for sin,

God.

The way God deals with sin coincides with his characteristics. God is

and just. God's

forgiveness

price was Jesus

Christ. "For

with
are

our

�

yet

we

come

was

without sin"

a

cost. God

a

an

expensive price

tempted

unable to

gracious
for it. The

sympathize

in every way, just

as we

(Heb. 4:15).

might ask,

"I believe Jesus Christ died for

forgiven by God,

if 1 commit sin after 1 accept Jesus?" The

nevertheless, by confessing sin we
John 1 :9).

paid

high priest who is

who has been

one

resurrected. 1 believe I have been

happens

with

do not have

weaknesses, but we have

Some Christians

was

did

is

others.

grace because of the seriousness of our sins that separates

penalty

forgiveness

of moral achievement." He meant that after

from God,

experience

as

can

restore

our

me on

the

cross

and

but I still live with sin. What

forgiven Christian can commit sin;

relationship with God and

others.

(1
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Sermon #3:

Granting Forgiveness

"Forgiveness
difficuh. One of the
can

is �." What do you

reasons

forgive," in our minds,
Dr. Fred

hearts

like

a

our

feelmgs

difficuh is that it is

say

we

feel, and created

grievance inside

his

caused

a

If we "took

an

offense too

pain and anguish

in

our

lives.

Joseph

brothers sold him to

Rather, he said, "Do not be distressed and do

new

to

save

perspective to change

was a

We have to

brothers

might

or

forgive

slavery

in

personally,

Egypt.

a

sadness to

someone

me

from

Remember Jesus'

an

intimate

in

our

blamed the

close to

us.

in Christ

relationship.

forgiving prayer on the

cross

was

put in many

the situation.

victim, he found his
of resentment.

(Gen. 45:5).

our

someone

(Luke 23:34).

overcame

me

We need

a

(Rom. 8:28).

This could be

Do you have

nor

those

yourselves for selling

ahead of you"

happiness

He

cycle

sisters, other church family members, rival colleague,

come

grievances

good model who

not be angry with

lives that God sent

our

imagine the

granting forgiveness to

purpose. When he met his brothers agam, he did not fall into the

was

to

us

grievance story," these symptoms then defiantly

about God's purpose. Instead of thinking himself as

here, because it

so

by hurts.

grievance. Joseph's jealous

thought

is

choice. We said, "I

difficult and unfair situations; however, he did not blame his brothers
He

Forgiveness

differently.

The way to heal and find peace of heart is from

who caused the

a

about the condition of our hearts. Dr. Luskin asks

plane ready to explode.

offender for how
carry

but

so

statement?

in front of a harried air traffic controller. The unsolved

screen

are

is

forgiveness

identify with this

Luskin, duector of the Stanford University Forgiveness Project, gives

interesting examples
crowded

to Another Person

parents, spouse,

or

friend. The hurt

unforgettable

to

forgive?
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Sermon #4:

Asking Another Person for Forgiveness

Forgiving others

is hard.

Asking anotiier person for forgiveness

difficuh. Some people think only the powerful person

powerless person. That is

about refiisal and criticism when
What steps

forgiveness: (1)
(2)

can we

to ask for

a

should ask for

closely to

decision to ask for

teaching

leads

forgiveness.

us

forgiveness (Matt.

to

5:24

Forgiveness

is not

a one

our

5: 24

steps to ask for

wrongs

recognize that when we wrong

feelings

Wisconsin

a

another person

is taken

He states,

relationship.

He

by

"Forgiveness

gives

an

is

a

for it. Jennifer also got angry and fi^ustrated because Tim

acknowledging

she

Tim feh sorry. He

was

attend

regretted his selfishness;

forgiven."

a

came

approach

and

choice."

supervisor's house,
was

Jennifer feh the

same

Both

way.

were

at

but

not

angry at each other. The next

apologize first.

a

home from work, he blew up

dinner party at his

fighting the flu. They were

both wanted their spouse to
"wanted to be

when Tim

a

example about a couple.

she

ready

forgiveness.

Robert E. Brown,

They had planned to

day,

we

us.

his wife Jennifer.

married. One

We need

of the offended person. We have to remember

University.

way street in

(Matt. 5:23);

a); and, (3)

are

not

a

hard. Others worry

Tim and Jennifer

was

to

b).

approach towards forgiveness

psychology professor at

so

Jesus shows tiiree

lives to find out

our

did not merit from the Lord who fust loved
The scientific

is

forgiveness

We should not wait for the other person to offer

We fust need to understand tiie

gift we

forgiveness?

forgiveness with humility (Matt.
Jesus'

for

grant forgiveness

more

they ask for forgiveness.

take toward

We need to look

We need to make

why asking

one reason

can

is much

day,

However, they

angry, but

they only
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Sermon #5:

Forgiving Myself

Jesus is the true vine that

Christian is

one

experience the
The
are

angry at

who lives

gives vitality to

all the branches

grace of God every

answer comes

day?

from within

us.

We

are

not

satisfied with

takmg action when they thought

or

it necessary to

Jesus

help

selves. We
we

areas

need to

such

as

with themselves for

either themselves

or

for self-destructive acts such

others; and,
alcohol

as

being unwilling to work hard.

True
woman

successfiil in

jobs; (2) People feel upset

(3) People feel disappomtment with themselves
or

our own

ourselves, disappointed with ourselves. Three categories indicate

higher education, marriage, parenting,

abuse

A

consciously in imion with Christ. However, why can't we

forgive ourselves: (1) People feel failure when they don't feel

not

(John 15:1, 4-6).

self-forgiveness

who committed

is

possible by accepting love from

adultery,

declared, "Neither do

"Where

I condemn

your accusers?" "No one,

are

forgiveness.

sir," she said.

you" (John 8: 10-1 1). Jesus accepted her;

therefore, she could not condemn herself What if this
entitled to this

God. Jesus said to the

I should condemn

woman

myself,"

said, "Lord, I

am

not

and used the stone and hurt

herself? Then how would Jesus feel?
The Bible tells us, "Therefore there is

Christ Jesus" (Rom. 8:1). Where

can we

find

condemnation for those who

no

our

living faithful

anger and

greed.

them. The

greed comes looking at oneself and what they can acquire. When we

ourselves

as

God

sees

us,

comes

we can

from

in

true self? In the mirror? From the words

of others? Henri Nouwen pomts out people have two enemies in
The anger

are

lives

depending on oneself and on what others

accept ourselves

as we are.

say of

see
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Sermon #6: Confession and Forgiveness
Carl Gustav

Jung,

one

of the fatiiers of psychoanalytic

personal unconsciousness, people
selves in then unconsciousness.
is

through confession.

create

anyone his

The confession of sin and

the

us

sins, they

are

importance

the confession and declare die

are

forgive

hands and His

lips.

three

things

our

when

sins the way Jesus

We

The

can

we

of the

not even spouses,

forgiveness.

"If you

forgiveness

(1)

control

can

words.

They

of sin does not

(3)

children,

or

come

are

our

don't

we

heart, His

in

bondage."
How

We need to

We

training in both the giving

begin by learning to
we

cannot

more

like him.

live under

change

siblings. Through confession and forgiveness,
and

can

priest or to

automatically.

conscience; (2)

We need to accept the fact that

more

people

(Jas. 5:16)? We should consider

lives. We need counsel and

succeed in the work of the Lord and be

listen to

We need to avoid sin. We have to

receiving of a confession.

Holy Spirit.

be extenders of His

and release to those who

We need to examine

our

of

forgive

do not have to confess to the

did, but we

Father's heart; and,

our

Holy Spirit to

guidance

community

side of this method is

positive

we

speak forgiveness

confess:

of a confession and in the
the

a

forgive them, they are not forgiven"

sins to brothers and sisters in Christ

repent causing pain in
allow the

of sin in

using the authority of Jesus'

forgiveness.

The confession of sin and
confess

hide their secret

the mstruments of the grace of God. Eva Gibson
said, "No,

have power to

can we

People

physically and spiritually.

of confession and

experience forgiveness physically; however,
are

forgiveness

renew us

if you do not

forgiven;

(John 20: 23). The Catholic priests

the pastor. We

called shadow.

an area

stated that in the

According to Jung, the best way to project their shadows

believers bmd the power of darkness and
Jesus told

theory,

anyone,

we can
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Sermon #7: The
The

Family

of God

family is called a safe place;

the

family binds us

in love. The concept of the

family has changed from a big family to a nuclear family in today's society.
necessarily redefined die meaning
2:19).

family m God to die

Church

(Eph.

Jesus said, "Whoever does God's will is my brother and sister and mother"

3:35). No

one

has die

same

family of God.

Then how

(Mark

features. We all have different minds and different tastes, but

believe God is the Father and

we

of the extended

We have

can we

sisters and brothers in faith. We

we are

build the believers' church

so

belong to the

that everyone is the part

of family?
When Jesus spent time with his

importance of God's family visually.
another. As I loved you,

so

disciples

The

before his death, he

principle of God's family is love:

you must love

another"

one

was

said to the followers of Jesus, not all

one

another, this love will prove to the world that they

How do

we

respond to

the Lord's

taught the

(John 13:34).

"Love

"Love
one

one

another"

When brothers and sisters in Jesus love

people.

are

his

disciples (John 13:35).

commandment, which is "As

I loved you, love

one

another"?
After Jesus washed the

truthfiilly must

ask the Lord, "Lord, I think I

but what about

a

our

can

handle

we

fellow sinners

change

�

"by his

as

diey

wounds

are

(Phil. 2:14).

we are

sanctification. We

are

healed"

as

one

over

and over? How

hymn:

53 :5).

"Take

I am." The Lord wants

We used to be brokenhearted

(Isa.

another." We

washing dirty and smelly feet,

need to listen to the

My only plea Christ died for me! Oh, take me

However,

diem, "Love

person like Judas Iscariot who commits sin

accept a person who betrays?" At this time,
am.

he told

disciples' feet,

Everyone

called to love each other

as

us

people

to

can

me as

us.

I

accept

with

is in the process of

God loves

I

scars.
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APPENDIX F
Home Bible

#1 The

Study Group

Lessons

Forgiving Community

Contemplation
Dimier/Together
Silent

Prayer/Psahn

Hymnal/330,

133:1-3

405

Conference

Prayer:
Outline

:

Jesus

taught about guiltiness,

where

we

Scripture Reading:

pray for

grace, and

forgiveness.

The church is the

place

forgiveness and grant forgiveness in his name.

Matthew 18:15-35

Conversation:

Discovering the Truth

:

What is the model of authentic church?
What did the servant in debt ask the

king?

servant who received mercy show the

Why couldn't the

mercy?

Application of the Scripture/Sharing
Communion

Summary of Teaching: God blesses
who

cause

us

the

with his grace. He called

us

to

forgive the person

pain to build the community of forgiveness.

Hymnal/Offering /369
Closure

Pray for the groups and individuals: Help

us

to become

commimity that remembers grace

of God.

Pray together/Pastor's prayer
Commitment

Expectation: Next week will leam receiving forgiveness from God.
Missionary Challenge: Pray for the people
Lord's Prayer

to

forgive who need hear the Gospel.
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#2

Receivmg Forgiveness

from God

Contemplation
Dmner/Togedier
Silent

Prayer/Matdiew

Hymnal/204,

1 1 :28-30

278

Conference

Prayer
Outline:
Our nature is to try to pay for the

guilt.

God opens the door

Scripture Reading:

forgiveness.

This effort

through Christ (Johnl4:6).

We

only builds up
are

forgiven by our faith.

Hebrews 4:14-16; 5:7-9

Conversation:
Truth:

Discovering the

Why is forgiveness through love "impossible possibility?" (Niebuhr).
Why do
How

we

can

forgiven by God? (Mark 7:21;

have to be

Jesus be

our

9:27).

High Priest?

Do you believe that God

What

Heb.

forgave you? (1

Pet.

1:18; Col. 2:13-14).

happened if we commit sin after we accept Jesus? (Ps.

5 1 :9-17).

Application of the Scripture/ Sharing
Communion

Summary of Teachmg:
There is

only one way to forgiveness.

Christ who died

on

the

cross

The

forgiveness

is based

on

the blood of

without sin.

Hymnal/Ofifering/202
Closure

Pray for the groups and individuals/"to experience the freedom from sm"
Pray together/Pastor's prayer

Commitment

Expectation: Next week we will leam granting forgiveness to
Missionary Challenge: Pray for people
Lord's Prayer

to

others.

forgive and for their need to hear the gospel.
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#3

Grantmg Forgiveness

to Another Person

Contemplation
Dimier
Silent

Prayer/Psahns

Hymnal/210,

1

492

Conference

Prayer
Forgiving those

Outline:

who broke the heart is very difficult. It is

the grace of God.

Forgiving others

means

Scripture Reading/Genesis 50:15-21; Ephesians 4:32;

being

possible only in

like Christ.

Colossians 3:13

Conversation:

Discovering the Truth:
What

How did

When
Am I

Joseph's hurt?

was

Joseph escape

was

from the

the difficult time to

willing to obey the

cycle of hatred?

forgive?

Word of God?

Application of the Scripture: Comparison between Joseph and Absalom (Prov. 17:3-4)
Sharing:

Share

experiences

of the joy of forgiving others

Communion

Summary of Teaching:

Granting forgiveness
(Luke 17:6;

makes God

Col. 3:13; James

They cause me to

Faith is

accompanied by action

2:17). With forgiveness, I will

change. Grudges against others
God.

happy.

will interfere with my

lose peace in my heart.

Hymnal/Offering/493
Closure

Pray for the groups and individuals: Pray together/Pastor's prayer
Commitment

Expectation: Next week we will
Missionary Challenge
Lord's Prayer

leam to ask

forgiveness

from others.

relationship with
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#4

Asking Another

Person for

Forgiveness

Contemplation
Dmner
Silent

Prayer/Ecclesiastes 4:7-12

Hymnal/278,

353

Conference

Prayer
Outline: When the
the

injurer forgive the offender means givmg up the rights. By forgivuig,

injurer finds peace.

from the

On the other

injurer means

in order to

hand, the offender asks for forgiveness

regain trust.

The

forgiveness leads to

the door

of reconciliation.

Scripture Reading:

Matthews 5:21-26

Conversation:

Discovering the Truth:
Why is

it

so

difficult to

apologize

What does Jesus say about the
What does it

mean

What blocks the
How

can we

first?

reasons

for murder?

by "anger is a habit"?

relationship between God and people?

ask for

forgiveness?

Application of the Scripture/sharing:

Rom 12:18

Communion
Summary of Teaching:
Jesus

came

to the world

he gave Christians the
be the

as

the

peacemaker (Rom. 3:23-25).

ministry of reconciliation (2

pathway for his blessing and the

prison of selfishness

and

Cor.

grace. He asks

change our lives to obey the

Hymnal/Offering 505
Closure

Pray for the groups and individuals/Pastor's prayer

Commitment

Expectation: Next week we will leam to forgive ourselves
Missionary Challenge/Lord's Prayer

As the

5:18).

us

to

word.

peacemaker,

He wants

come

us

to

out from the
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#5

Forgiving Myself

Contemplation
Dimier
Silent Prayer/Psalm 123

Hymnal/410,

495

Conference

Prayer
Outline: Our life is difficult and hard. Christians should

recognize God in our lives (Prov.

3:6-7; Matt. 6:31-33). Christians should not have self-pity but give thanks for
his love and

Scripture Reading:

enjoy the life.

John 8:1-11

Conversation

Discovering the

Truth:

Do you

experience

low-self esteem

What did Jesus say to the

saying "I am a failure"?

self-righteous people

and the

woman

who committed

adultery?
What does the

expression mean God throws

sign saying "Do

our

sin in the

deep sea and put

notfishing"!

What is the greatest commandment from die Bible?

Application of the Scripture/sharing:

(Matt. 22:37-39)

Rom. 8:1

Communion

Summary of Teaching: Jesus aheady forgave

He does not condemn

us.

should not condemn ourselves. Do not
threw away

us.

grab the

(John 8:9). The unportance

comes

Therefore

stone that

Hymnal/Offering 41 1
Closure

Pray for the groups and individuals/Pray together

Commitment
We will leam about confession and

Missionary Challenge: Let us look at ourselves
Lord's Prayer

forgiveness.

as

the Lord

sees us

people

from how God

sees us.

Expectation:

we

(John 1:12).
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#6 Confession and

Forgiveness

Contemplation
Dinner
Silent

Prayer/Romans

1:11-12

Hymnal/470
Conference

Prayer
Outline: The confession of sins does not
confession of sins and

forgiveness

the power of darkness and will

the Name of God,

Scripture Readmg:

come

automatically. Through the training of

of sin in

renew us

conununity of believers will bind

physically and spiritually (Nouwen,

In

49)

John 20:19-23

Conversation

Discovering the

Truth:

Why do

we

"Don't sin

need to

practice

by letting

anger

confession and

gain control

What is the alternative of rage?
In what way

How

can we

How

can we

can we

confess

forgiveness?

(Eph.

4:3 1).

carry out the commandment?
our

(Jas. 5:16).

sins?

listen to confession of others?

Application of the Scripture/Sharing experience

of confession

Communion

Summary of Teaching: The foundation of apostles' creed and confession built the church.
We also

are

standmg on the ground of theu tradition.

build the church that

proclauns confession of sms

forgiveness of Jesus.

Offering/Hymnal

525

Closure

Pray for the groups and individuals/Pastor's prayer
Commitment

Expectation: Next week we are going to leam about family of God.
Missionary Challenge/Lord's prayer: Pray for lonely people

We should

and the
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#7 The

Family

of God

Contemplation
Dmner
Silent

Prayer/Ephesians

17:7-8

Hymnal/349
Conference

Prayer
Outline: The concept of the family became nuclear
redefine the
the

m

today's society.

meaning of the family in God. Therefore,

We need to

church could function

as

family of God.

Scripture Readmg: Ephesians 2:14-19; John

13:1-17

Conversation:

Discovering the

Truth:

Who is Jesus to us?

Where does the

(Eph. 2:14)

new

person

(Christians) belong? (Eph. 2:19;

Do you feel like the member of God's

commandment and

family?

why does this becomes

Mark

What is Jesus'

a new

3:35).

new

commandment

(John

13:34-

27)?
How

can we

love each other?

A person who

betrays

^Judas

�

Sins that repeats

^Judas and

�

(Rom. 15:7)

disciples (Col. 3:13)

Application of the Scripture/Sharing
Communion

Summary of Teaching: The church is the family of God. All members
and the sisters in Christ

accepting others

as

are

the brothers

(Phil. 1:14). By servuig each other and

they are,

we can

become the

with fullness of love.

Hymnal/Offering 278
Closure

Pray for the groups and the individuals/Pray together/Pastor's prayer

Commitment

Expectation/Missionary Challenge/Lord's Prayer

family

of God
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